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Lord house.
Total.$12.618 54
accommodate the
I HE r 1RST BAPTIST CHURCH.
including many of the town’s
Rev.
A petition for the installation of a
eudiem
President Trask presided and street light on Salmond Street, from Ida ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
people
W
Kev.
was
made
by
123-11.
Cedar.
Telephone
the opening prayer
The address of A. Mahoney and others, wasreidand re
Sa bath service during July will be as
H Abbott of Liberty.
Thomas b Gregory ferred to the committee on street lights. follows: Morning worship, 10 45; evenRev.
was
by
welcome
the sumThe following orders were passed in ing, 7.30; Bible school, 12; young people,
of New York, who is spending
After a most cordial
6 30; midweek service Thursday, at 7 30.
mer in Belfast.
concurrence:
chat with the
“O magnify the Lord with me; let us
greeting and friendly
the
Treasurer
That
Ordered:
City
Association lie
be> exalt, his name together.” This is both a
special visitors of the
took for his subject of a clear, concise and he hereby is, authorized and instruct- duty and a delight. Only spiritual worand scholarly diacourse, “The Meaning ed to borrow in the name of the CHy the ship will be acceptable to God; this is
of the Victory That was Won by the sum of ten thousand dollars and issi e what he seeks, and, more than that, this
He said the vital issue notes of the City for the same to be paid is what the very nature of the case reBoys in Blue
“The hour cometh and now is,
uf the Civil War in which the Boys in from the taxes assessed and to be collect- quires
Blue won their victory was “shall the ed during the current year: sa d notes to when the true worshippers sh%ll worship
shall
the
North
the
Father
in spirit and in truth, for such
be countersigned by the Mayor and memRepublic live, not wholly
the negro be bers of the Committee on Finance, Ac
doth the Father seek to be his worship
or the Soutb win, or shall
pers.” “For God is a spirit, and they
msde free.” The speaker at that time counts, and Claims.
he made the
wss a Southern youth and
Ordered: That the City Clerk be in- that worship him must worship him in
■tat ment that many men from the South structed to cause the following notice to spirit and in truth.”
You are cordially invited to assist in
to save our Re- be
wore the blue and fought
published in the Bangor Daily News,
public with the men from the North. It the Daily Kennebec Journal, the Portland the service of worship next Sabbath
The sermon theme is “Christ
was then that America had its real birth.
Daily Press and Advertiser, and the Re- morning.
This age is most thrilling, interesting and publican Journal, at least thirty days be- Lifted Up,” which was the motto everysolemn. The world knows what the re- fore August 5, 1922: sealed bids for the where seen and spoken of at the Northern
■ult has been for the Civil War struggle; construction of a new school building will Baptist Convention just held at IndianThis was a convention which
but what shall the harvest be from the be received at the City Treasurer’s office, apolis.
World War? What will America do? It City Building, Belfast, Maine, up to 11 marked an epoch in the life and opportuNotwithstanding
From overseas came o’clock in the forenoon August 5, 1922, nity of our churches.
all depends on her.
the call, “Come over and help us.” Ameri- and at that ume will be opened publicly. the changed conditions and beliefs, our
an
churches
and
and
overwhelming
majority
Fiance
by
to
England
| ca went to save
| Plans, specifications, and instructions
thereby saved the world. If General Lee i bidders may be obtained at the City Trea- did reaffirm that “the New Testament is
had not surrendered the Kaiser of Ger- surer’s office in Belfast, Maine, and at the our absolute rule of faith and practice
This affirmation gives great joy to the
mtny would now be supreme. The world ! office of the architects, Kilham, Hopkins
is on the dead level, exhausted, bewilder- j & Creeley, 9 Park Street, Boston, Mass- rank and file of the Baptist people, and
and devotion
America will again achusetts.
ed and demoralized.
A certified check for $1,( 00, they turn with confidence
to the manifold tasks of the Christian
come to the lead of the world. The great- : payable to the City of Belfast, shall acest slogan on earth today is: “I am an !
A surety company church in the home field, and the raising
company all bids.
of $10,000,001) for the maintenance of the
American Citizen.” That slogan could
bond satisfactory to the municipal officers
work in the foreign mission field.
not be used now but for the Boys in Blue.
of the City of Belfast, running to the City
The Thursday evening service will be
A victory like that was necessary only of Belfast, for $10,000 will be required of
once and for all time.
They saved the the successful bidder. The City of Belfast conducted by the young people of the
Anglo Saxon race anu hence the world. does not obligate itself to accept the low- church,“Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream.” Dan.
21:36-45
He was frequently applauded.
est or any other bid.
The Sunday evening twilight services
Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost sang the solo,
of music and song will be continued durwith Mrs. Bessie Keyes McKeen accoinwilliam a. leak
ing July at 7 30 o’clock. Everyone JcorI pamst, “Sweet Miss Mary,” and redially invited.
sponded with the catchy Irish song of
SunNora.
William A. Lear died in this city
The Federated Church: Rev. W. F.
in
born
NorthMr.
Kev.
He was
Abbott responded to the ad- day, July 2nd.
26 High
dress of welcome in a brief speech that port, Feb. 23, 1850, the son of Aaron and Skerrye, minister; residence,
Please do not
telephone, 86-4.
•bowed the visitors appreciated to the Mary (Thompson) Lear, and his life was street;
to
the
minister
of
fail
telephone
any case
lull the courtesies offered them. He be- practically spent in that town with the
of illness or distress wtiere his service
exception of a short residence in this
came reminiscent and spoke of the heartmay be helpful.
Sunday morning service
ache, torture and sorrow of the mothers city, where he was engaged as a stone at
“What’s a
10.45; sermon topic:
mason.
A widow, two sous and three
and sweethearts left at home when the
of
Water
Worth.”
A
corCup
Boys in Blue went to the front. He daughters survive Unit, Irving Lear of dial invitation is extended to all. Here
closed by cautioning the veterans and Northpon, Charles Lear ot r’nisfield,
“Whosoever
Belfast, Mrs. let no man be stranger.
others not to forget the part the women Mrs. Fannie Bunion ot
Sarah Harvey ot Waldo and Mrs. Arietta thou art that enterest this church, leave
took in that great struggle.
it not without a prayer for thyself, for
iue luuerai was
Miss Wilda Savery was graceful and Merrithew of Bellasl.
him who ministers and for those who
pleasing in reading a bright selection held in the Chapel at .Glove L-emelery worship here.”
Wednesday at 2 p. in., witu Kev. Lnas
entitled The Girl I Left Behind Me.
Religious differences has been a markMiss Dorothy Spear, with Miss Mar- W. Martin ot me Metnodist cuurch or
ed characteristic of the Protestant church
iue
in
iue
was
interment
liciating.
Ireland
garet Eaton, accompanist, sang
from the beginning. The history of these
Must be Heaven for My Mother Came South Belfast cemetery.
differences is painful reading to such as
from There, and responded with Mambelieve that the supreme function of the
my's Lullaby.
church is that of ministry to human
MATHEWS -UNDERHILL.
Remarks were made by Comrade Mann
a little
souls,
it is
disturbing to the
of Bangor, a guest of Mrs. Etta Harris
A quiet wedding*took place at the home most complacent defender of sectarian
Beebe of t his citv.
of Hon. J. S. Mullen June 25, at 4 p. m., tenets and usages to be reminded that the
Mrs Basil Allen, with N^rs. McKeen when Carl K. Mathews of Center Liucolu- Father of all souls is, in all probability
Our
Our
God,
accompanying,
sang,
ville, and Grace M. Uuderhill, daughter not greatly interest.d in the peculiar conCountry and Our Klag and responded of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Asher, of Spring- tent of any ot our earthly isms. If the
with a lighter but pretty song, Two field, Mass
were
united in marriage.
gospel ot the goo d lire is the gospel ot
Eyes of Blue.
The ceremony was performed by Mr. Mul- Jesus, as people of every denomination
A quartet of pupils from the McLellan len in the presence of a few people. They are more and more happily affirming, the
school under the direction of Miss Mada- were later entertained at the home of re- highest value of church and individual
line Coombs, little Misses Lillian Orchard latives and dainty refreshments served. alike is correctly measured only in terms
and Clarissa
Harriman, Masters Norman They were the recipients of many wed- of love to God and man, expressed in
Wood and Orm Salisbury surprised all ding gifts. Both of the young people are terms of sincere worship and kindly serby singing The Spring Song and Mother’s well known and they have many friends, vice. It is a growing sense of this simWho wish them happiness and prosperity. ple truth that characterizes the religious
Lullaby.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathews will reside in life of today.
Unity is to be the word
Miss Edna Hopkios sang two patriotic
their new home at Mountain View Farm and fact of the future. Signs of this are
The Stars and Stripes; and and
will ne glad to greet all triends. Con- seen in our newspapers, in religious ediWtWill Never Let the Old Klag Kali.
torials, and, much more, in the bodily
Remarks were interspersed by Comrade gratulations and best wishes are extend
union of the institutions themselves.
ed.—Camden Herald.
•no Mia. Charles Wellman of
Belmont,
The period 01 interpretation has passed;
Owen of Morrtll, Comrades
Ip
Misses Melvina V. and Elizabeth Par- that of practical conduct has come. Alh C. Morse of Liberty and Henry Davis,
a number of former Trinitarian and
G. Ferguson and City Marshal ker have packed some of their goods and ready
will move from the Hopkins house on Unitarian churches in New Ungland have
I •*• "• Knowlton.
These two branches of the great
Court street to one of the Pitcher cot- united.
A duet,
stream of independent Congregationalism
Riddles, was sung by the little tages at the Battery for the summer.
established by the Puritans, have been
flowing apart for a hundred years; now
they are reuniting. Striking evidence of
this is afforded by the recently consumated union of Harvard Divinity School and
the Andover Theological Seminary, the
representatives schools, for the last hundred yeais of the liberal and conservative branches, respectively, of the Puritan Congregational order.
In the last
number of the Harvard Alumni bulletin
appears the following statement by President Lowell: “The organization of the
as
as
new school, which will be known as the
Theological School in Harvard University, has made some friends of eacn
school
fear^that their own institution
would therefore lose the force of its traSHOPAND
That fear seems the result of
ditions.
misapprehension. In fact, the very object is to preserve the full momentum of
tradition of both schools and obtain for
One
each a larger scale of usefulness.
hundred years ago men thought the two
streams were separated by an impassable
barrier, but that barrier has proved to be
an
island and the waters of the two
streams, without losing the force of either
will, we believe, flow together in a larger
and deeper channel.’
bcsbiuu
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Waists and White Skirts
long

they last,

at

MISS HILTON’S
SPECIALTY

-WAIST

Something Free to All
WHAT IS IT?

Fair and courteous treatment to
every visitor to our store whether

they purchase

or

are

just looking.

This is not the sticky kind.

It is not
Come in

put on. It is natural to us.
and try it.
Yours truly,

B. L. Tuttle, Timm Shoe Store
PHONE 284

■

FIVE CENTS

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Mclntire were
guests of relatives in Camden over the

Mrs. Jennie Caswell of Searsmont is
the guest of Mrs. Hattie Knight.
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M.sses Hardman and Orchard, who also
THE CHURCHES
ng and acted The Klag SaluteComrade J. G. Harding of Morrill callRegular services will be held at the
in Belfast.
ed for a rising vote of thanks from the
Trinity Reformed church Sunday at 2 30
visitors, and Comrade Henry Davis sug- p
m., with sermon
b> Rev. William
Post and Circle
gested giving the Hag salute. Then PresiThomas H. Marshall
Vaughan. Sunday school will immediVeterans
County
Waldo
the
be
all
"God
dent
Trask
asked
that
aid:
-rta.ned
Thursday and regardless of With You till We Meet Again in Mon- ately follow.
fog and roe.”
Rev. George S. Mills of Bennington,
Jr, du|| and dreary skies, thick veterans
Vt
will occupy the pulpit of the FedfrVouent showers, thirty-fourwere
ladies
pres- |
of their
erated church Sunday, July 20th, and
I thirty one
Government
conceded
was
City
generally
Rev. Adolph
*nt The sessionmost entertaining
Rossbach of Waltham,
of the :
will preach there Sunday, July
fn be on- Of the times
of the Belfast City Mass.,
where
The
meeting
in
regular
Belfast,
yleasant
27th.
in G. A. R. Hall.
Council was held Monday night, Mayor
they feel at home
with
President
session
METHODIST CHURCH.
People's MethWcscott presiding; Councilmen SylvesAt the morning
of Newburg presiding
odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
Johnson K Trask
McKeen
and
V.
L.
Hall,
Higgins pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teletransacted was the time ter,
the only business
phone. 213.11. Sunday morning service
of the next meeting, which will absent.
• ml place
the first Thursday in AuSunday school, 12 m. Evening
The roll of accounts was passed in con- at 10.45.
be in Monroe
was spent with the
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
currence as follows:
gust The forenoon
reminiscences.
Many
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
usual smoker and
.I 995 44
Contingent
were
voices
missing.
2,977 15
familiar faces and
Highways
to all
The St. Margaret
K. Hay ford Account.
it was a source of gratification
32 30
Episcopal church,
of
members
of
deaths
corner of Court and Elm streets, will
C ity '1 earn.
100 65
that there were no
Park.
132
79
since the last meeting to
City
begin services for the summer July 9th.
the Association
118 75
Supt. of School*.
1 he Rev. R. A. Pearock, LL.D
D. C. I,:,
be reported.
Street Light*
402 25
at
served
was
dinner
Prof, of Greek at Colgate University, will
A delicious picnic
t ree Library.
199 05
H.
of
Thomas
direction
the
have
of
the services.
There will
charge
noon under
School Contingent.
b7 45
Emery O. Penbe morning prayer and sermon at 10 45 a.
hreeText Hooks..
11164
Marshall Circle with Mrs.
The
committee.
the
of
m.
9th.
is
July
35 54
Everyone
cordially inPauper*...
dleton chairman
bread and
vited.
402 30
Sewers.
f’lrcle furnished beans, meats,
lunch baskets
State of Maine...,.
100 00
coffee while the well filled
State K.»ad.
402 30
Covers
the menu.
On Sunday, July 9, there will be an
'"vide i the rest of 200
and
Tools
.*
158
50
Machinery
about
people at tables
open air meeting of the Church of God
were laid for
326
61
h
ire
Department.
and sprays
at 2 o’clock in the grove on the J.H.Lord
decora I ed with garden-rosea
20 00
City Building.
clover at each plate.
farm in West Belfast.
Everyone is inNew Scnool House. 5,760 00
of the fragrant red
as
later
uaed
vited.
If the weather is not suitable for
was
generally
119 17
tieneral School Purpose*.
The latter
an outdoor meeting it will be held in the
62 50
Armory
kauttonnierea.

Waldo County Veterans’ Meeting
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CARL L.

HUBBARD

Carl L. Hubbard died at bis home on
Miller street early Tuesday morning, July
4th, after a lingering illness with tuberHe was born in Waldo, August
culosis.
30, 1896, the son of Charles H and Gertrude (Cunningham) Hubbard, and has
As
lived here for the past twelve years.
long as he was able he worked in the
lasting room of the Leonard, Stevens
Co.’s factory, and was a proficient workHe was also a slide trombone
man.
player in the Belfast Band. Of gentlemanly bearing* and pleasing disposition
His parents, and
he had many friends.
the following brothers and sisters survive: Miss Bessie, Elmer, Villa, Norman,
Ralph, Sherman, Lloyd and Russell; also
The funeral will
one son aged 7 years.
be held this, Thursday, at 2 p. m.

Fourth,
Miss Gertrude Longfellow of Winthrop
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.

Bowker.
Misses Olive and Huth Michaels spent
weeks in Unity visiting friends and
relatives.
two

Hiram P. Farrow, C. E., has returned
from a trip to Uark Harbor, Rockland
and vicinity.
Mrs. Elinda M. Gray of Boston is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. J. F. Sheldon,
Church street.
Mr. Hamilton Morris of Canard, N. S.,
is the guest of his brother, Mr. J. II.
Morris, and family.

Win. H. White of Boston is the guest
of his mother, Martha Knowlton White,
and other relatives.
Miss Vivian, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert E. Wentworth of Waldo, is clerking in the Randall store.
Miss Ferre Finch of the office force of
Stevens Co., is with relatives in
Patten during the week.

Leonard,

Mrs. Albert Stevens an 1 little daughters
are guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Morris.

Mary and Barbara,,

Mark Twain’s Idea of What Arthur’s
Court Was Like.

Mrs. Wilson Jordon of Lowell, Mass.,
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
P. Chase for a few days.
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Holmes of
Chestnut Hill, Mass., have arrived to occupy their cottage at the Battery.
Miss Clara B. Keating of Boston arrived Saturday to spend July with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George I. Keating.
Dr. and Mrs. Paul R. Smith and little
of Lewiston are guests of the doctor’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Smith,

son
on

Belmont

avenue.

Ben Ames Williams left Wednesday
night by boat enroute for Jackson, Ohio,
where he will visit his parents and other
relatives for a few weeks.
Fred Wyman and daughter, Mrs. Donald Ellis, and son Herman of Belfast,
were guests last week of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvah Babbidge in Camden.
Miss Edith C. Wilson, teacher of the
Commercial Department of the Westboro, Mass., High school, arrived Friday
to spend the summer with relatives.
Mrs. Mary C. Colcord returned to her
duties in the James H. Howes dry goods
store, after a vacation of two weeks,
spent at her home and in visiting relatives.

Miss Alice R. Parker, R. N., of Skowhegan arrived recently to, visit her paMrs. Emma D. Elms left Monday for
rents, Mr. and Mrs. John Parker.
her home in East Weymouth, Mass,,
James Albert Gammans of New York after spending the winter and spring in
has been the guest of his sister, Miss Belfast, where she haB been employed in
Maude Gammans, Church street.
nursing.
Mr. and Mrs. William Durham of Kan"
Kenney A. Burgess of Providence, RI., was the guest Monday and Tuesday of sas City, Mo will arrive July 10th to
visit the former’s brother and sister, Jas.
his mother, Mrs. Albert C. Burgess.
C. Durham and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine and
Mrs. D. O. Bowen of Morrill was the
other relatives.
guest several days the past week of Mr.
Mrs.
A. J. McKeen of Dorchester,
and Mr. J. F. Sheldon, Church street.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wyman of
Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce, Mrs. Essie P.
Everett, Mass., are taking a vacation in
Carle and Miss Mary E. Pierce have gone the
G. C. Lower cottage on Northport
a
visit.
to their cottage on Islesboro for
avenue

extension.

Mrs, Emma Washburn Hayward of
Principal Harry A. Foster of the High
Newton, Mass., formerly of Belfast, is school, accompanied by Mrs. Foster, has
at
China
summer
spending a part of the
been on a nine days’ motor trip in the
Lake.
vicinity of St. John’s river, returning to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beckwith of Spring- Belfast last Wednesday.
field, Mass are visiting Mrs. Leona B.
F. Wallace Chase, daughters Heloise
Beckwith and other relatives in this vi- and
Elizabeth, and son Frederick have
cinity.
rom
arrived
Newtonville, Mass., to
Mrs. Mabel Conant Jordan of Lowell, spend the season at their summer home
Mass., who is visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. P. on Lincolnville avenue.
Chase, spent the Fourth with relatives in
Superintendent of Schools F. M. NickCamden.
erson of Franktort, was the delegate from
Mr. and Mrs Harry Collins and daugh- Waldo County and Supt. Albert Barnes
ter Nancy of Springfield, Mass., have of Liberty was the alternate to attend the
been gues’s of Miss Maud Gammans for National Educational Association in Boston this week.
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McEwin of Paris,
of
ChiE.
Paul
Prof, and Mrs. Charles
are the guests of the former’s
cago arrived Tuesday to visit the for- France,
McEwin Brotseau
mer’s mother, Mrs. J. G. Paul, at her sisters, Mrs. Eleanor
and Miss Mary McEwin of New York,
home at 27 Congress street.
who are spending the summer at the B.
William Lunt of Hanover, N. H., a L. Davis residence on Northport avenue.
former Belfast boy, returned home MonHerbert H. Stevens, superintendent of
day after a visit with his cousin, Ralph
the local shoe factory, has received his
L. Cooper, and other relatives.
as second lieutenant of ComMrs. Ralph H. Dunbar has returned
from a visit with friends in Bangor. Miss
Elizabeth is visiting her grandmother,
Mrs. Mary Dunbar in Portland.
Rev. Wm. F
Skerrye, pastor of the
Federated church, will return Saturday
from a week’s visit in Andover, where he
atteiided the Ministers’ Institute.

commission
He takes the
103d Infantry.
pany K,
places of Vance Norton, who had to resign on business interests. John Wright
is first lieutenant, and Harry A. Foster is
captain of the company.

Miss Jane Brown, a teacher at the
McLellan school, went to Boston last
Friday to attend the National Teachers’
which is held there this
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Fletcher of Somer- | Convention,
I week. She was joined by her sister, Miss
ville, Mass., Harry H. Carter and little
j Helen Brown, teacher of English at Eurson Shaw autoed here to spend the Fourth
dett’s College, Lynn, who will also attend
with Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Carter.
the convention and accompany her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Littlefield,
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Ames of Lewiston
several days this week of
were guests
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Webber.
Mrs. Howard H. Simonds and Mrs.
Fred Claflin of Marlboro, Mass., arrived
Monday to spend the week with the former’s sister, Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. John H, Webb, accompanied by Miss Gertrude Moulton of Unity
spent the week end in Belfast visiting
Mrs. Webb’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Manley L Harriman.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Foster Crocker
and children, Richard and Barbara of
Fort Kent are guests of Mr. Crocker’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Crocker, Union street.
Mrs. Benj. Jenney and little son Robert left recently to visit her daughter,
Mrs. JenMrs. Cliffoid Gross of Patten.
ney will return home soon, but Robert
will remain for the season.
son William V. Jr., and his nurse, Miss Anne M.
from
arrived
Thursday
Bottomley,
Washington, Li. C. They were detained
there and in Boston on account of little

Mrs.'William V. Pratt, little

George D. Phelps of Cleveland, Ohio,
who has been the guest for the past week
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice D. Towle left
Thursday in his car. He was accompanied
far as boston by Mrs. W. A. Hartshorn
and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute.
They
returned by boat the last of the week, and
Mr. Phelps went to Hartford, where he
has relatives and from there will leave
for his home in Cleveland.

ALFRED S. BLACK
Head of the Black Circuit of New
T heatres, has

just

England

been Elected President

and Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Ice Poles, Inc.,

large corporation recently formed in
Boston, owning patents and controlling

a

licenses for the manufacture of a new
ice cream and chocolate delicacy that is

already taking this country by storm.
Those who are familiar with ice cream

and chocolate confections which recently
created something of a sensation across
the country, will be interested to know
that the new product Ice Poles, while it
William’s illness.
consists of ice cream coated with chocoMiss Miriam Dunn of Reading, Pa., is late, is entirely different from the other
the guest of Miss Helen D. Wescott, products in that it is to sell to the public
Saturday evening Miss Wescott enter- for live cents, and is also entirely different
tained the girls of the B. H. S., class of in other most interesting respects.
1921 at a shore party at The Battery.
In the first place, it' is conical in shape,
Later in the evening all attended the Co- and in the second place, (and this is one
lonial Theatre.
of the principal features of the new sensation), it is frozen on a stick, making it
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons are spenddelightfully easy to handle in eating. The
ing a short time in W ells River, Vt., the stick is inserted in the big end of the
guests of their daughter, Mrs. E. M. Cor- I cone-shaped piece of ice cream coated
liss, and family. Mrs. Corliss and three with chocolate, and the whole thing has
children will return with them and Dr.
all the good features of a lollypop, with
Corliss will come later for a visit to acthe advantage of being ice cream choco
company his family home.
late dipped instead of candy.
Mr. Black has for several years now,
Mrs. William A Clark and brothers,
of the dominating figures in New
George Brier Gay and W. Malcolm Gay been one
and his rise to
of Brooklyn, N. Y., have a cottage at England theatrical circles,
this position from a small beginning with
Bayside, Northport, for the season. Mr. j
to his preClark will join them soon. Dr. and Mrs. one theatre in Rockland, Me.,
as head of a theatre organizaF. C. Gay will come to Belfast and North- sent office
tion controlling upwards of fifty theatres
port for the month of August.
in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont,
Ross E. Patterson of Springfield,Mass., Rhode Island and Massachusetts is one of
of
modern
business.
and
the romances
is the guest of his parents, Capt.
Mr.
His election as head office Poles Inc.,
Mrs. E. O. Patterson of Rockport.
Patterson has, in the harbor, a line gas- likewise contains many elements of in.
oline boat, the Pattie, 40 feet long, equip- terest. The new delicacy was first brought
ped with a Buffalo engine, electric light to Mr. Black’s attention by two young
and all modern improvements.—Courier- men who knew of his ability to see merit
that might not impress other business men
Gazette.
of less imagination. Tbis ability to sense
Mrs. Charles D. Cool and little son the future has always been a large factor
Robert have arrived from Madison, Wis- in Mr. Black’s success.
ne saw me auvauiages ui me new deconsin, to visit her parents, Hon. and
Mrs. Robert F. Dunton. Her little daugh- licacy at once in that it was clean and
in
Grand
remained
Rapids,
easy to handle on account of its stick, and
ter Elizabeth
Mich., to visit her uncle and aunt, Mr. he immediately sensed that the live cent
and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest. Prof. Cool has price would place it within the reach of a
Due to
been given a year’s leave of absence to whole new army of youngsters.
spend in Spain, where he will make a i his encouragement, the project has now
specialty of Spanish. He will sail early reached a stage where the product is already on the market, and that his deducin the fall.
I tions were true is proven by the fact that
Rossbach
Mrs.
and
Adolph
The Rev.
in the cities where it was chosen to try it
and son George of Waltham, Mass., ar- out the demand has entirely swamped the
rived Thursday morning by boat, and ! manufacturers.
were gutsts of Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft H.
Ice Poles Inc., does not of itself manuCooant, Church street. The first of the facture the product, but sells its licenses
week Mr. and Mrs. Rossbach went to which are properly protected by patents
“Rocky Point,” at Pit- both here and in foreign countries, to ice
their cattage.
cher's Pond, for the remainder of the cream manufacturers
throughout the
Mr. Roasabach, who was for- country.
summer.
Parish
Unitarian
merly pastor of the First
Arthur I. Brown left Thursday for Mechurch in this city, will preach in Bar
Harbor during the month of July, as he chanics Falls, where he spent several
He will preach one Sun- days with his son, Arthur F. Brown, and
did last season.
family.
day in July at the Federated church.

The plumbing was bad in King Arthur’s
Court.
There was no telephone system.
The brave knights, the flower of chivalry, spent their time—
1. Eating.
2.
Drinking.
3
Slaying dragons.
4.
Rescuing damsels.
3.
Fighting.
There were no carpets on the floor of
Ring Arthur’s Court only rushes.
None of the knights thought it worth
while to learn to read and write.
Not one of them knew the difference
between a carbureter and a spark plug.
They believed that Merlin was a mighty

powerful magician.
Until the Yankee arrived.

He taught

them different.
First he put the plumbing to rights.
Then he pulled the great magician’s
whiskers.
Then he installed telephones
throughout the realm. Then he improved
Then he
the knights’ table manners.
took on a few knights in a tournament,
and licked them single-handed. Then he
mounted the celebrated flower of chivalry
on

motor-cycles.

All tins

was even as

rie

unto mm.

When he had nothing else to do he did
one fair
a job or two of rescuing, and
damsel was so grateful that she fell in
love with him.
His title was “Sir Boss,” and his uniform consisted largely of a top hat and a
pair of garters. This was considered a
very dignified get-up, and it did his reputation among the knights a lot of good.
All this is the product of the master
brain of Mark Twain, America’s greatest
humorist. Mark Twain wrote his masterpiece, “A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur’s Court,” to prove that the present is the best of all possible times to
live in, and that the Age of Chivalry was
not all it is cracked up to be.
“A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court” has been translated to the
screen by William Fox, and will be presented at the Colonial Theatre two days
starting Monday, July 10. The screen
version conveys the message that Mark
conveyed in words, with every thrilling

moment,

every

laugh-provoking incident,

and all the rollicking fun of it, in visual

form.
_

Just a word to the Colonial Theatre
patrons regarding the prices of the “Connecticut Yankee" which comes to this
popular theatre on Monday and Tuesday,
July 10 and 11.
In all contract pictures there is a stipulated price in the contract that must be
charged. In this instance the top price
is fifty cents plus tax, but as the management has purchased all of the fifty cent
tickets, the top price will be thirty-nine
cents, includirg tax.
This is the first time that the public
has been able to see this great satire from
the pen of America’s Famous Humorist
at these prices. Cordially,

The Fourth of

July Celebration.

unusual rainy weather for this
and the
consequently muddy
streets eliminated many of the picturesque
and pleasant features of the celebration
under the auspices of Frank D. Hazetline
Post, American Legion, and the management of the New Belfast Fair Association.
The Ball
The confetti ball in the Armory the
night before opened a well arranged proMcKeen’s orchestra with Charles
gram.
F. Hammons vocal soloiat, furnished the
best of dance music and the large number
of the dancing public preaent enjoyed a
very pleasant evening.
The

season

THE PARADE
The parade started about 9 30 a. m.
and was made up as follows: Shirly
Swaney, in cow boy rig, as marshal;
uniformed police; Belfast Band, J. Lee
1 atterson, leader; Company K, Capt. H.
A. Foster; City Government, with Mayor
C. W. Wescott and others; Dodge Brothers’ auto with L. A. Paul; Colonial Theatre in comical auto decoration; auto
with Thomas H. Marshall Post members;
side door Pullman car, “40 horses and 8
men'* with Hazeltine Post members;
Bernes O. Norton’s "1758 wagon” with
J. Earl Braley driving; two handsome
white horses advertising the “Reo;” a
good illustration of exaggerate! dress, a
young man with short skirts, etc., pushing a cart containing a rag doll with the
suggestive words on the cart, “Clothing
going up;” Walter J. Clifford, manager
of Coldnial Theatre in auto; Cooper ft
Co.’s float; Hall & Wilkins’ Reo Truck
float; A. C. Pitcher’s bread truck; Colo-

arnial Theatre’s wagon-auto-horse
rangement; fire department; Chamber of
in
red,
Commerce band wagon decorated
white and blue with expert musicians in
on
small
boys
"becoming” rigs; several
ponies; Chamber of Commerce with
Pres. Ralph H. Howes and others in decorated car; autos galore with citizens.

FIRE DEPARTMENT EXHIBITION
The exhibition of the entire apparatus

of the fire department on school common under the direction of Chief S. S. L.
Shute, was one of the most worth-while
features of the day and was a very
creditable showing in every particular
and called out complimentary remarka
from the la rge crowd in attendance.
THE

SPORTS

The sports were held on the Post office
square after the parade and were enjoyed
by a large crowd as the contestants were all
The sack race was won by
small boys.
Leander Cannnig, 1st; Elon Smith, 2nd and
John Fletcher, 3rd. The fifty yard dash by
Elon Smith, 1st; Ralph Wade 2nd and
Fred Knox, 3rd; the 100 yard dash by
George Moore, 1st; Harland Patterson,
2nd and Kenneth Thomas, 3rd: The pig
race by
Harry Mendall, Harry Foster,
Leander Canning, Roy Fowles and Roy
Merchant; the three-legged racs by Elon
Smith and Leander Canning 1st; Roy
Fowles and John Fletcher, 2nd; Harold
w. J. Clifford
Mendall and Harry Foster, 3rd.
LEE NICKERSON DROWNED
At the Fair Grounds the only class to
be filled was the 100 yard dash and that
An unusually sad accident occurred at was won by Leon Bartlett of Thorndike,
about 10 a. m. Monday on tbe Morris 1st.
Fred West of Belfast, 2nd and Lee
shore just above Memorial Bridge when Carter of Brooks 3rd. Raymond S. Buker
as
NickLee
Adelbert E., better known
of Bates College, who holds the record for
erson, lost his life while in swimming. the two mile run and is one of the best
With Chester Whitney he had been wad- in America, made a great showing coning on the low water flats when they got I sidering the heavy track and damp air;
beyond their depth and called for help. covering the distance in 10 miuntes and
Mr. J. H. Morris ran to their assistance 20 seconds.
and saved Chester, but Lee sank before
THE RACES
he could reach him.
City Marshal M. R.
While the track was heavy its graveled
Knowlton, assisted by Deputy Sheriff C.
Maurice Littlefield and many other volun- and drained surface, one of the best in the
some of the best races
teers, searched for the body diligently State, permitted
and it was located Tuesday afternoon by ever seen in the city. The judges were
Herbert Stevens of East Belfast near F. S. Jackson, W! G. Preston and Frank
Lee was a B. Luce of Belfast, with A. L. McCubrey
where the accident occurred.
frail boy and only that morning com- of South Portland, starter; John A. Fogg
plained of pains in his ankles and it is and Harold A. Howard, timers.
The 2.20 Class, Purse $200.
thought he may have had heart failure
caused by the excitement. He was born
111
Bingo,
Flagg,
Feb. 23, 1908, the son of Adelbert E. and Hal
2 3 2
Eastman,
J.,
Louise (Merrithewl Nickerson, who sur- Col.
3 2 3
Patch, Hughes,
vive with the following brothers and Habrodash,
4
Richardson,
and
sisters: Joseph, Augusta and Archie,
Time, 2 23 1-2, 2.27 1-2, 2.24 3 4.a
M.
half sister, Miss Sadie
Nickerson,
The 2.25 Claai, Purse $200
R. N., all of this citv.
His death is sin112 1
his com- Toss Boy, Walton,
by
cerely mourned, especially
4 2 12
panions, with whom he was a great fav- Dan Calden, Barlow,
2 3 3 3
orite.
The funeral will be held in the Jambro Rex Staples,
5 4 4
Morrill church Thursday at 10 a. m., with Kahl Bacbeth, Farwell,
7 6 5
the pastor. Rev. Nathan Hunt, officiating. Major D„ Gray,
3 7 7
Members of Lee’s Sunday school class in Miss Agnes, Ward,
5 6
6
Roy G., Hall,
Morrill will act as bearers.
UEORGE A.

Time, 2.2S,

CROCKER.

2.27 3

The z.4U

4,

2.28

1-2,

2.28 1-4.

Class, rurse tzuu.

111
The death of George A. Crocker, oc- Weatherman, Hupper,
2 2 2
Prince Dell, Richardson,
curred at his home in Sandypoint Tues3 3 3
He was Dorn in Sandy- Joe Dale, Buzzeli,
day, June 21st.
4 3J4
Northern Star, Littlefield,
point March 23, 1847, the son of George Uncle
5 4 45
Charlie,
W. and Abigail (Richards) Crocker and
6 9 7'
In his Todd Pondexter, Hogan,
his life was spent in that town.
7 10 9
Patty Braden, Eastman,
early life he followed the sea but in ma- Canadia
8 8 8
Maid, Gray,
ture years he engaged in house carpentry
Maxie Sabin, Richardson &
*
and in carrying on farming on his home
9 9 7
Kenney,
place. He had many friends whose res10 6 0
Billy Sunday, Pease,
pect he had enjoyed his long life time as
Time, 2.29 1-2, 2.26 1-2, 2.28 1-2.
neighbors. His widow, formerly Ella
Farmers’ Race, Purse 350.
Ross, three daugbiers, Mrs. Blanche
1 1 1
Leach of Augusta, Mrs. Martha Grant and Billy Todd, Ward,
Mrs. Christie Shannon of Sandypoint, Prince Pilson, McCormick,
2 2 2
and
Charles Addie W., Walton,
3 4 3
two brothers Elikam Crocker
I. Crocker of Sandypoint, three sisters,
4 3 4
Portia, Moody,
of
B.
Meade
Mrs. Alwilda
Natick, Mass.,
Time, 13 1 2, 15, 16, for half mile.
Mrs. Florence A Clough and Mrs. Vannie
He
H. Rackliff of Belfast survive h'm.
The baby show in connection with the
also had 15 grandchildren and 14 great
Fair, to be given in the Armory
grandchildren. The funeral was held at Hospital will take
place at 3 o’clock. A
his late home Sunday afternoon with Rev. July 19th,
silver cup presented bv Dr. True is on exMr. Knight of Sandypoint officiating. The
hibition in one of the windows of the City
floral tributes were many and beautiful.
Fred Blan- Drugstore anl will be given to the handThe bearers were Messrs.
A .silver
comest baby under 2 years.
chard, Maurice Griffin, Charles Heath
His Belfast rela- teething spoon will be given the heaviest
and Charles French.
under 3 years and gold baby pins to
tives were in attendance with the imme- baby
the most perfect under 5 years.
diate family and many friends.
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Business

where you have close contact with the
of Directors, so that you can investigate the
methods of management, be sure of the Safety and Security of its resources and obtain the necessary banking

banking

to do your

whole' Board

co-operation.
This bank is fully aware of its responsibility to its deposiand to the communities which it serves, therefore
when we inyite you to open
tors
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invite you to investigate the SAFETY and
SECURITY of our Resources.

with

us we

Our Safe
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are
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| HEALTH MESSAGE
TO THE WORLD

Journal Pub. Co.

BROWN. Editor.

Take “Fruil-a-tiies” and
Make Yourself Well

Vorone

square,
ADVERTISING TERMS.
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and SS cents for each subsequent

•*Fruit-a-tives”, the marvellous
medicine made from fruit juices and

Insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
S100 a year, 11.00 for six months; 50 cents
tor tl\ree months.

medicinal
tonics, the most beneficial
agent ever given to mankind.
Just as oral;-os, apples, figs and

QUOTATIONS

nature’s own medicine, so
Fruit-a-tives”—made from these
concentrated and
fruit

prunes,

are

‘4

"Heres to the memory of the
who owned the land

man

juices—but

intensified—is the greatest Stomach
and Liver Medicine, the greatest
Kidney and Bladder Medicine, the
greatest Blood Purifier, the greatest
remedy for Headaches, Constipation,
and Indigestion, in the world.
50c a box, 6 for $2 50, trial size 2.5c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIA ES
Limited, CXtDEXSBU RG, X A

That raised the corn,
That fed the goose.
That boie the quill.
That made the pen,
That wrote the Declaration of

Independence'”
“Any day while we are fumbling and
probiDg and splitting hairs some genius

NllvrfcRPURT
Norman Arey ot Greenville waa in town
recently.
Mr. and Mra. Frederick M. Nickerson
of Frankfort were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Edith Bartlett.
Mrs. Bicknell or Hampden and Mr. C.
E. Welch of Brewer have been recent
guests of their son and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. R N. Bicknell.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood of

Dorchester, Mass., were guests recently
of his father, Lewis Atwood and si.'.ter,
Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clements D. Cates, son
Billy and daughter Mary Ann and maid,
arrived recently at their summer residence on Dean street.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W’eed of Dover
motored June 24th to the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Fields, who
returned with them the next day for a
visit.
Mra. C. R. Hill and Mrs. Walter Arey
attended the graduation at the E. M. N.
S. at Castine, their daughters Miss Catharine Hill and Miss Doris Arey being
members of the graduation class.

Fiat

WORTH A TRIAL

Money Sentiment.

the use
A decided interest is growing in
Information coming from the West is of lime to sweeten our granite soils and
to the effect that there is a revival there
this promises much for future growers
of a flat money sentiment, something
hold

greenback

to the

craze

that we needs greatly expanded
ing medium. This was the argument used
for free silver coinage more than a score
of years ago.
It is the basis of all
Howclaims for an infl ited currency.
ever, it is not a little surprising that there
should be a clamor for a liat currency
when we have so many illustrious exampies of that very thing. Russia, possibly,
possesses the palm in that regard, though
Germany, Austria and every ether nation
in Eastern Europe is doing its best to displace Russia as leader in producing paper

circulat-

money.

Those who advocate hat money want it
Of course
in order to ini rease prices.
prices go up as money goes down. Vet,
same
reason
the
there is at this time not
for cheap money that there was at the
time that free silver had its inning. Coinage of the white metal was urged because
it would make money plentiful and debts,
can be paid with legal tender cheap money
The debtor
as well as with good money.
class was the mainstay of the silver mine
owner# in that movement.
While there are plenty of debtors today, the Western farmers certainly are
not in that class to the extent they were
in 1896. Free silver appealed then because
there had been a long period of extremely
low prices for farm products. While such
a
condition operates to-day to some extent it is comparatively recent and is in

whose observations and conclusions
attract the attention of the ablest men

America and the United States would
fall to the level of Russia when stockin the United States. A few days ago holders had been eliminated.
the Boston Herald gave to the public an
There are stockholders, however, who
interview in which Mr. Barron described allow and encourage their managers to
an
conditions in Europe as revealed in the
squeeze every dollar they can from
conference of Genoa. He said:
easy-going and indulgent public.
To these our legislators and our courts
“Germany is sinking to the level of
Russia and the problem of the banking should show no mercy.
world at Paris and of the reparations
commission and statesmen of Europe is
The cotton mill strikers in New Hamphow to save her. That question is more
Massachusetts and Rhode Island
shire,
make
to
how
Germany
than
important
still
are
holding out but their chances for
herself
has
bankrupted
pay. Germany
with the paper mark to prevent payment winning seem to be small, for the follow.to France, with the result that she h s ing reasons:—The mills of the south are
gone so far down stream as to raise the
undisturbed by strikes, with no
question of how she will deal, or how the running
Europeon nations will deal with her when restrictions on child labor, adults are, on
disorder and starvation face her in the the whole, receiving a wage somewhat
not distant future.

“Germany’s financial transportation is
breaking down, and how to eed her people in the near future is a very serious
problem. Germany is not a self-sustaining nation like France, which is coming
through much better than expected. She
3a standing firm, has fought down the
German inflation ideas and won out over
socialism and all other threatened disorders. Her problem is, of course, how
But soon it
she can make Germany pay.
may

be for Germany—pity

instead of

We believe the cotton mill workers in
Maine were wise when they decided to

accept

a

cut in wages.

payment
Of the Russian situation

Mr.

VOCATIONAL LDUCATION

Barron

reports that:
“Some 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 people,
it is figured, must die of starvation in
Rus-ria this year. Russian transportation
has broken down and the world cannot
get food to the suffering whatever may
be its good intentions.”

The aim of vocational instruction is to
Under the
education practical.

make

purely cl ssical education system
schools often taught the pupil everything
old

Mrs. Ellen
Littlefield and daughter
Ada arrived recently from Connectiteacher
a
where Miss Ada is
cut,
Mrs. Littlefield has sold her residence on
will
who
Main street to Amos D. Wilson
Mrs. Littlefield and daughoccupy it
ter were guests of her sister, Mrs. Chas.
Wiley, while in town.

clear at

except how to earn a living., Lessons
had only a remote connection with his
future occupation. He left the schoolroom only to find that he had no marketAnd since the old time
able knowledge.
apprenticeship system which formerly
filled this need has well nigh vanished,
was no vestibule to industry itself.
j there
How much suffering and futile misappli-

penectiy
Genoa that the soviet was on its last leas
but he added that there was no possibil-

creamy

maehed
at

potatoee
your

next

There

are more

than

64,000,000

'agricultural; 83,532
and industrial; 63,806 are home
and 115,177 are general con

life in

are

trade
economic
tinuation school pupils.
are

surance policies of variAbs kinds in force
to day in the United Stales and these policies call for the r ay'ment of more than
$42,000,000,0C0 at maturity. These companies have assets amounting to norethan
$9,000,000 000 and an annual gross income

MARSHALL bond
Summer flowers, sucji as peonies, roses
and larkspur, interspersed with palms
and ferns, comprised the decorations of

of about $2,000,000,000 from premiums.
Thes assets and the premiums establish
the solvency of the companies, which is
so generally recognized that the banks of
the country accept life insurances as security for loans, Life insurance compa.
dies do not speculate in stocks. They
•seek investments in what are known as
d>lt edged bonds, and about one quarter
of their funds are invested in the securities of our beat and most important public utilities.
j
We have at hand no com arative figmarine and other
ures concerning fire,
j
forms of insurance, but it is safe to say
that they are very large and the invest:
ments of these companies are on a basig
as safe and sane as those of the life in.

1

the interior of the Union Church in Waban, where on Wednesday evening at
eight o’clock occurred the wedding of Miss
Marjorie L. Bond and Charles Rhodes
Marshall.
Miss Bond is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Bond of 1445 Beaattended school
con street, Waban, and
at Glen Eden Poughkeepsie, New York.
Mr. Marshall, who graduated from Yale
in 1916, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William R. Marshall of 7 Cliff street, Winchester. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Charles H. Cutler, the pastor of
the church. The bride was attended by
her two sisters, Miss Elizabeth and Miss
Harriet Bond. The wedding gown of the
bride was ivory satin crepe with court
train, ber tulle veil being held by a band
of orange blossoms, and sbe carried a
shower bouquet of lilies of the valley and
A pearl necklace worn by the
roses.
bride was worn by the grandmother of the

Seldom indeed have our town’s people been so profoundly shocked as on
June 22nd, when it was learned that
Lyman Clark of Frankfort had died from
burns.
He was the oldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Llewellyn Clark of West Winterport, who with his widow and two brothers, Ivan and Summer Clark, survive himj
A large number of relatives, friends and
former neighbors attended the funeral
services which were held in Frankfort

Resolved,

That it is but a just tribute
to the memori of the departed to say
that in regretting his removal from our
midst, we mourn for one who was in
every way worthy of our esteem and

Resolved,

That we are impressed with
the fact -that this is not our dwelling
place, but that we are destined to pass on
one by one to the Grand Chapter above,
where fraternity reigns supreme.
Resolved, That this testimony of our
sympathy and sorrow be sent the sorrowing wife of the deceased brother.
Resolved, That our charter be draped
for thirty davs and a page of our records
be set aside with these resolutions inscribed thereon, and a copy sent to the
Republican Journal for publication.
Phebe J. C. Wade,
Mary C. Coombs,
W’arren A. Pitcher,
Committee on Resolutions
Lincolnville, June 23, 1922.

WEDDING DRESS

In Use For Over 30 Year*

^*

!

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR1A

Pineapple Slice
them with something
SURPRISE
new—“Pineapple Slite.” Cut
fresh

or

canned pineapple into thin
serve with the pineapple
a generous helping of Jersey vanilla

sections and
syrup

on

It’s

Ice Cream.

ASK FDR THEM-SY THESE NAMES
RACINE

RACINE

RACINE

Multi-Mile Cord

Trusty Tread

Country Road

A CORD TIRE OF

A/ABRICTIRE ONLY
IN 30*3*n°30*3>4
SIZES

A FABRIC TIRE
GIVING SUPERIOR

EXTRA-TESTED

QUALITY

Point Lace which we are offering at
Also some
very reasonable prices.
fine pieces of Venetian Lace and
Irish Crochet Lace. Call and see
the iv at the Journal office.
AMY L WILSON
SUE M. PARTRIDGE

tempting dessert!

“Look for the

Jersey Sign

”

SERVICE

IDENTIFY THEM-0Y THIS NAME DN EVERY TIRE
Made

a

Serve Jersey Ice Cream frequently, plain, or
It is' pure, nourishing and
with fruits.
famous for flavor. Made in a plant which
is a model of cleanliness. Sold in bulk, or
the famous “Tripl-Seal” bricks.

SSOLD

by

RACINE RUBBER COMPANY
RACINE, WISCONSIN

CITY

lip are distributors for Racine tires and recommend them to you

BY

DRUGSTORE

READ 8 HILLS, Propretor*

BOS ION RACINE RUBBER CO., Inc.,
160 Brookline
ASK

YOUR

Avenue, Boston,

Mass.

STOCK
Eastern, Western and Southern
We HAVE

DEALER

LOCAL
\

Dealers: 'li'rite

us

forfccts

about

a

IN

LUMBER

eery fine opportunity foryou

Columbia

British
I

and

Native

SHINGLES
BUILDING MATERIAL and
>

Delicious
Just

as

your

neighbor,

you

of adjectives”
describe
to
try

will “run

out

when you
this tea delicacy.

MASONS’SUPPLIES

Tlje Steamer Castine leaves our wharf even
week day for Belfast and West Islesboro.
Prices quoted on lot or cargo.
It pays to inquire.
CAMDEN LUMBER COMPANY

Tea

•

Buy
packet of your dealer.
Thurston & Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Me.
a

Buy Dependable

respect.

Point Lace

For Infants and Children

before removing from the
fire. Less whip.
P>ng is needed.
The results will
surprise you.

|

KNOW THEM-erTHese Tf^AC^

Saturday morning.

Summer sessions at Camp Ellsworth
under the direction of the College of Business of Administration of Boston University opened Thursday when 75 students
; arrived by way of the Boston boat via
Rockland. Twenty of the students are
accompanied by their wives and two
aurapce companies.
honeymoons will be spent at Ellsworth.
Prof. Charles E. Bellatty, director of the
After one week of bolshevism, or of
groom, Mrs. William ColburuMarshall of Ellsworth summer session, and 75 stucommunism or of socialism in' this coun- Belfast, Maine, at her wedding and also
dents are already there awaiting the opentry no inaursnce on life or property would by his mother at her wedding in Belfast. ing day, making 100 students enrolled.
were
of
chiffon,
bave any Iralue. Leaving out all other The bridesmaids gowns
Mias Elizabeth wearing yellow and Miss
disaatrous effects of any of tbeae confisYou get your money’s worth when you
carried
both
Harriet blue,
bouquets of
catory isms this alone would put our pub- blue larkspur and Ward roses. Mr. M. buy Tanlac, because it produces results.
lic utilities out of- business, atop the Walker Jones attendee^ the bridegroom Read & Hills.
wheels of industry and take away.from and the ushers were LicuL Commander
F. Neiley, Lowell R. Smith, and
individuals all incentive or ability to re- George
Geoffrey C. Neiley of Winchester. Frank
of
a
ruined
build the prosperity
country.
J. Hartley, Jr., of Belmont, Lowell Bond
I
of Waban and Aretas O. Barker of BrookFOR THE
Certain newspapers and a great many line. A reception was held at the home
of the bride’s parents following the cerepeople are denouncing stockholders as mony. After a wedding trip Mr. and
It should not be forgot* Mrs. Marshall will be at home at 14 Park
being robbers.
ten that public utilities, our great indus- avenue, Winchester.
We have several fine pieces of real

CASTOR IA

and

meal.

Respect

students, 42,709

time

tatoes

can

Have delicioua.

more

RYZON should be
put in mashed po-

Order a
today.

correct \
The chief function of lime is to
acidity of the soil and decompose organic
(
reOur system of cropping has
m tter.
material
this
of
organic
duced the volume
of the
and the soil becomes sour in spite
alkaline nature of the dressing applied.
That supply growing less year by year
forces consideration of the service posso insible through the use of this agent
Correcting
expensive and so valuable
the acidity of the soil insures the activity
which
of the nitrogen-gathering bacteria
after all must be the reliance of the sueLime is not
cessful grower and cropper
ana fertilizer but does its service along
other path and it will be well for this
Maine Farmer.
service to be recognized

F. C. Knowles, C. C. Clements and
Arthur J. Edmonds were in Prospect,
school
four
where the
June 24th,
boards in the school union of Frankfort
Prospect, Stockton and Winterport met.
They reelected Supt of Schools, FredericK
M. Nickerson for another year, which is
pleasing to his Winterport friends.

Thecloud burst, deluge, or torrential rain
storm of Wednesday night, June22, did
much damage to the highways and bridges
It has been estimated
all over town.
that it will require over $3000 to restore
the roads to as good condition as before
ity of a real government succeeding the
1
the storm.
Four bridges were washed
soviet, if that should break up, before
away but were soon replaced, but it
trade and other relations had been estabwill be many days before the roads
lisbed with the outside world. If trade cation of effort has resulted from this can be
repaired. A big washout so the
were introduced and established the peovocational lack, only the unfortunate B & A. in town was repaired so trains
when
victims themselves can tell.
were running in the afternoon.
ple could be saved from anarchy
Educators have for years been experithe change from the soviet to a better
Mrs. E ith Bartlett will accompany her
The
with
industrial
instruction.
Mr. menting
sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Fredform of government toiik place.
entrance of the government into this field
on an automobile
Barronsays that this consideration moved through the legislation of 1917 has defi- erick M. Nickerson,
trip to Massachusetts leaving Wednesday.
established
industrial
instruction
the
Genoa
in
nitely
the English representatives
Mr. Nickerson who is Supt. of Schools
as an integral part of our school system.
conference to favor trade with Russia.
will attend the Superintendents conferthrough annual grants apportioned
Today
The United States has placed no ban through the federal board among the ence at Gorham, Maine the last-of the
week.
He will also attend the sesupon trade with Russia, bu- the soviet States, vocational education is taking on
sions
of ttie National Educational Asa momentum even beyond the hopes of
and
its
debts
has
repudiated
government
convenes in Boston next
its pioneers. These grants for the cur- sociation which
While in Massachusetts they will
lias reduced its people to a condition rent
Since every week.
year equal $4,120,833.
which has made it impossible for them to State or local board is required to match be guests of Mrs. Bartlett’s and Mrs.
Production in Rus- the federal grant on a fifty-fifty basis, Nickerson’s brother, Melvin West, forpay cash for goods.
total expended on public vocational merly of Frankfort.
sia has fallen so low in large areas of the the
education for the current year is more
is
relief
feeding
American
that
country
than double this figure.
Resolutions of
more lb; n seven million people and has
According to the report for the year
number
vothe
of
June
million
dollars,
30,
more
than
1921,
ending
sixty
expended
Beach Chapter, O. E. S., has adopted
cational schools receiving federal aid is
during the past two years, in the famine
The rate of increase is evident the following resolutions:
Even in the most 3,859.
•t ricken districts.
when it is noted that the number of fedWhereas, In view of the loss sustained
favored sections of the country produc- eral-aided schools on June 30, 1918, was
by Beach Chapter by the death of our
tion but little exceeds the necessities of only 1,741—less than half.
Of the present number 1,721 are agri- esteemed brother and Worthy Patron,
the people.
U nder existing conditions it
cultural schools; 836 are trade and indus- William Law, and the still heavier loss
a eems to be useless to talk about trade trial
schools; 914 are home economies, sustained by those who were nearest and
with Russia.
and 388 are part-time general continua
tion schools. Of the 305,224 enrolled dearest to him; therefore, be it
tie also

says it was

BAKING
V POWDER/

Saves
labor.

nual memorial serviceso.i Sunday,June2(^
Rev. D. R. Bailey, pastor of the Oldtown
Episcopal Church being the speakerof the
All marched to the cemetery
afternoon.
decorated the
after the seivices and
graves of deceased members.

prevails in the North, the
Mrs. Ida M. Nickerson formerly of
southern mills are putting out about 40
North Searsport, who has been spending
per cent of the cotton cloth needed in several months in Virginia with her son
this country, many of the mills in the Arthur, arrived on the S. S. Camden
Mrs
North are running and a flood of cotton June 25th to visit her sister,
Cole and brother, F. M. EaBtman.
George
from
goods is pouring into this country
While on the way North she visited her
the Orient and from England.
niece, Mrs. William Dotten in Baltimore.
lower than

lighter and
digestible.

RYZON
j

preferred.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Taylor of Waterville were weekend guests of Mr. and
silently appears and touches commonMr. Taylor,
Mrs. James A. Carieton.
place things, and lo! there is a new light
new
who is a graduate of the W H. S. is
upon earth, a new happiness and a
other
great
and
many
banks
our
trie*,
smile in the land.”
now employed in the First National Bank
and important enterprises, stand on a in Waterville.
foundation made by the capital of stockA GLOOMY PICTURE
Mr. and Mra. R. L. Clements were in
If stockholders all over the Monroe Sunday June 26 to attend the meholders.
Mr. C. W. Barron of the Boston News i country should withdraw their support morial services of Monroe Lodge I. O. O.
Bureau, the Wall Street Journal, and from the enterprises in which they have F., and Loyal Rebekah Lodge, which were the
process of alleviation, apparently.
Rev. N. F.
held at the village church.
other financial journals, waa an on-looker sustained and directed there M’ould be
Atwood of Searsport, spoke.
its
from
opening
at the Genoa conference
immediate unemployment followed by
Court Waldo, I. O. O. F., held its anMr. Barron is a
in
-until its conclusion.
distress on a scale never before known
man

Mashed potatoes-

At the same time it may be well to
two
in mind the distinction between the
grades on the market. One is the product
caustic
of the lime kilns and is known as
is the caror burned lime and the other
shells,
bonate of lime which comes from
1U0
marl, marble, bones and limestone will
burned
pounds of pure limestone
if In
make 56 pounds of quick lime and
have 74
we
pounds of water are aided
An
lime.
pounds of slaked or hydrated
of some is
objection to this on the part
the
in
i its caustic effect in handling and
is
soil. For this reason the carbonate

of about a
half-century ago. It is predicated on the
assertion that the gold production is not
adequate for the demands of trade and

akin

No collection

no

Collection*

pay.

Creditors Mercantile

Goode
at Right Pricee

everywhere

□

Agency

C. L. FISH, Manager,
35 Miller

Belfast, Maine

Street,
Tel. 370.

Write, call

or

phone.

!

Select from our
180 page catalog.

,

Mailed on request.

BRUCE BROS’.
Monumental

Kendall & Whitney
Portland, Me.EU. 1858

Works

The Uncle Dudley Editoriats
in the Boston Globe

Phenlx Row, Belfast.-'
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF

MONUMENT8, TABLETS and MARKERS

Read the Uncle Dudley Editorials in the Boston Daily and Sunday Globe.
Make the Globe your Boston newspaper.
For the baseball news, read the Boston Daily
and Sunday Globe.

Work set in all parts of the State.

Telephone

156-3 for

designs and prices.

uaiantee fist class wcik aid material.

Coughs and Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism

For
»

and All Aches and Pains
ALL DRUGGISTS
35c and 65c, jars and tubes
Hospital size, $3.00

|
|

f£r iiitli IIU'"
1

Head Colds

Anoint the inside and outside of the noatrils with

TflenthoFaWm
$
bwrtliin__
\\Promptly
r«»tore»

free

transfer* in real estate
The following
Waldo County Regthe
in
,t recorded
ending June

Deeds for the
jgtry of
30 1922:
to W>|u.nrv NlcCorrison, Brunswick,
Tho.r.dike; land and buildont 1 Hunt,
week

ings

in

TiT
cigarettes

Thorndike.

to MaHerbert F. Jackson, Montville,
do; land and buildings in
Roberts,
H.
mie

Montville.

A.

lames

Messer,

Morrill;
Avon Blood,
in Morrill.
\

Lowell, Mass, to
land and buildings

Tripp, Frankfort, to Nellie h.
and buildings in Frank-

E.

Bartlett- do; land
fort.

Davis Est, Freedom, to AlDavis, Waltham, Mass.; land in

Arnold H.
mon G.

lO'

Freedom.

to Louise
Mary E. Dunton, Castine,
in
Metcaif, Rockport; land and buildings

They

are

GOOD!

to Alonzo
Oriana V. Walker, Belfast,
land in Belfast 2 deeds.
H Applin, do;
to
Denmison E. Carpenter, Belfast,
land in Belfast.
Orianna V. Walker, do;
Northport Wesleyan Grove Campmeetto Priscilla C. Maina Asso Northport,
in Northport.
eomber, Fairfield; land
Chas.
Charlotte M. Warren, Belfast,'to Searsland in
F Cushman, Searsmont;
mont
V.

Nellie

i^rooKer,

wasmimiuu,

w

Cushman, Searsmont; land
Searsmont,
x
,nd buildings in
to LeonEdgar Colcord, Stockton Spr.,
in
island
on
land
id M. LaFurley, do.;
F.

Penobscot

Bay.

to Orin
Clara E. Ripley, Searsmont,
land in Searsmont.
Rockport;
Jackson,
P
to Oren A.
orin P. Jackson, Kockport,
i
! Tibbetts, Searsmont; land in Searsmont.
Frank R
Ralph U. Russ, Belfast, and H. Tibto John
Russ, New York, N. Y..
land in Belfast.
betts. Cochituate, Mass.;
H. TibRalph V Russ,'Belfast, to John
land and buildbetts, Cochituate, Mas*.;
jogs in Belfast.
Mass to
Charles F. Bartlett, Needham>
in SwanMilton B. Hills. Belfast; land

ville.
Agnes M. Parsons, Stockton Springs,
Conn ; land
to Seth H. Marsh. Bristol,
and buildings in Stockton Springs.
to
Harold B. McKinney, LincolnV'ille.
in ;LinHarold C. Heal, Searsmont; land
colnville.
Melvin
Eliza E. Overlock, Liberty, to
R. Hall, Augusta; land in Liberty.
Alto n
Hattie J. Mendall, Northport, to
in Northand
buildings
land
Andrews;
E.
port.
Lincoln Turner, Palermo, to Winlield
in PaS Powell aod Mabel luroer; land
lermo.
James E. Wood, Bu nham, to Arthur
D. Young, do; laud and buildings in Burnham, 2 deeds.
Elvm E. McFarland, Troy, to Harold D.
in
McFarland, do; land and buildings

Troy.
Daniel Buchanan, Lincoln, to Jonn
ind Lottie Gamble, Bangor; land and
bui.dings in Winlerport.
Lilia Spencer, Knox, to Colih Spencerdo; land and buildings in Kox.
Elon S. K tchin, Palermo, to Harold A.
ind Lydia Kitchin, do; land in Palermo.
Lillian M. Gray, Belfast, to Orianna V.
Walker, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
John G. Allgrove, Unity,.to Eugene H.
steward, do; land in Unity.
Vranklin M. West, Belfast, to Benjamin
id. West, do; land and buildings in Bellast.
f’rederick S. Jackson, Belfast, to Leroy
Paul and Avon Blood, Morrill; land in
Morrill.

There is not a single portion of the
bdy that is not benefited by the helpful
letion of Tanlac. Read & Hills.

We believe in Tanlar and
Read & Millar
you try it.

so

will you if

STOCKTON SCHOOLS
The intermediate school, under Mrs.
the
Jennie P. Harding and
primary
school under Miss Elva M Rendall, held
The pupils
closing exercises June 23rd.
acquitted themselves finely.
In the intermediate school the records

It is of the utmost importance, therethat there be formulated at the
earliest possible moment, for presentation
| to the Interstate Commerce Commission
at the hearings, a plan lor the consolidation of the railroads of Maine which will
protect her best interests and most fully
meet her future needs
The Maine State Chamber of Commerce
! t. Agricultural League, with the Maine
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Comi merce, have had several meetings in Bosi ton and Portland with the Presidents of
I the various New England railroads, and
also held several public meetings, and, so
I far, there have been four proposals submitted, with the Interstate Commerce

fore,

show those not absent for twelve weejis:
Valmore Bennett, Arthur Morrison, Natina Pinkham, Martha Engberg, Ethan
Partridge, Pearl Landry, Millard Dorr
Commission’s recommendations:
and Maurice Venno.
Governor Baxter has acted promptly in
The prim.ry list: Leroy Nickerson,
Richard Baker, Chalmer West, Louis this matter by committing the interesis
Harriman, Arthur Landry, Jav Clark, of Maine to a'well ba’anced committee
V rginia Hawes.
Absent one half-day: composed of the following able men:
Ex Gov. Carl E. Milliken of Augusta,
Eleanor Pinkham, Elizabeth Harriman.
The program in part follows: Opening chairman, representing the state at large.
Hon. Charles E. Gurney of Portland,
address, Helen Harding; little playlet in
Arabian costumes, “Ali Cogia,” by sixth chairman of the Public Uti itiescommisgrade pupils; victrola selection, *'H gh sion, representing that body.
Hon.Edward W. Wheeler of Brunswick,
Stepping Horses and Reindeer Running,”
illustrated by four girls in perfect ryth- representing the railroad interests of the
mic time; solo, Dorothy Littlelield and ) state.
Edwin M. Hamlin of Milo, representing
Richard Baker; calisthenics by intermediate school; Victrola selection; other the manufacturers and shippers of the
recitations and songs by both schools; state.
After
closing address by Alice Verrill.
Leslie E. Mclntire of Waterford, reprethe departure of the guests, the children senting the agricultural interests of the
were treated to candy and played games.
Mrs. Ha.ding received several gifts from
All sections of the state are represented
her pupils.
on the committee.
attended
The Current Events Club
This committee takes up its work withthese closing exercises in a body and out in anv way being committed to any
numerous relatives and friends were also
plan, and it has a free hand to make
whatever recommendations and sugges
present.
1 nese, wun many aouuions, repaireu
tions it may desire. The various con
to the Congregational chapel, following I mercial and trade organizations of the
these exercises, when the closing exerstate, such as the Associated Industries,
:
cises of the grammar school, under Mrs.
chambers of commerce, the grange, the
The puBeulah N. Hawes, were held.
Association of Bankers, the labor .orpils graduating into the high school were ganizations and other bodies will be inAda Roxanna Colcord, M. Agues L ittlevited to appear before the committee and
field, Amy W. Leach, Evelyn Noble, give it the benefit of its knowledge and
Frederick Landry, Theodore Bickmore advice. Gov. Baxter hopes that hearings
The large audiand William W. Farris.
will be held within the state, that some
ence of parent: and friends enjoyed the
plan may be agreed upon and that a united
following program: Greetings, Evelyn j front may be presented to the Interstate
It would be
Noble; God’s Will, Leona Pinkham; Va- Commerce commission.
cation'Time, a song by the school; Seven highly desirable to have this done.
Times t'wo, Edith frundy; The Gladness
of Nature, Evelyn Trundy; The Wind,
Ada R. Colcord; a number on the school
phonograph; Fraidy Cat, Elilen Fletcher;
Mrs. George F. Harriman of New York
The Flower Phone, Cora Cunningham;
arrived at her cottage on South
The Fairy Shipwreck. Veda Cunning- has
Shore.
the
of
The
Turn
Amy
Leach;
Road,
ham;
Mr. a 'd Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle and
The Village Blacksmith, phonograph recare at their cottage for the season.
ord; two choruses by the school; The family
Mr. Tuttle will conduct his studio and
Laugh in Church, Ada Coleman; Trees,
as usual.*
F’rederick Landry; The Thinker, Agnes store
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe has arrived at HillLittlefield; The Broomstick Tram, TheoPass'? Mary side Farms from New York where she
dore Bickmore; Did You
William
Farris; had spent the winter at Hotel Majestic
Morrison; Columbus,
She was accompanied
Bring Back My School Days, by the with Mr. Cobe.
by her mother, Mrs. Benj. F. Barlow,
graduates.
who recently returned from Longwood,
where she spent the winter and by
I Fla.,
I Mrs. Ruth Cobe Hoffman of Chicago,
I who will be her guests this summer. Mr.
FOR
Cobe will come early in July.

>OKIHHORr

Children Cry
FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

The Last Word
The latest New Perfection Oil Cook Stove
with the new Superfex burners is the
last ,word in cook stoves* A range
that combines the cooking speed of gas
with the convenience and economy of
kerosene. Progressive dealers are now
showing it. Ask for a demonstration.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26

I

Our Ancestors Treated

Constipation Naturally.

Broadway

Independence

A “Hall of Fame” ought to be erected
Washington in honor of the 56 brave,
determined, patriotic men who signed
that famous old document known to all
the world as “The Declaration of Independence.” With commendable appreciation we have erected memorials to the
heroes of the Revolutionary war, the
war of 1812, the Mexican war, the Civil
war, the Spanish-American war and the
We have also erected
great World war.
many memorials in recognition of patriotic services performed by eminent
statesmen since the creation of this great
republic. Nowhere, however, has a memorial been established in honor of the
men who signed the never-to be forgotIt will
ten Declaration of Independence.
be 150 years on July 4, 1926, since our
forefathers affixed their signatures to the
declaration. It would be most appropriate to dedicate a memorial to them upon
the occasion of that anniversary.
It is high time these men were accorded the recognition that is justly due th;m.
With but a comparatively few exceptions
the names of these 56 men have been forgotten by the average man or woman Of
the United States.
During a day of interviewing around the United States
Capitol, and on the streets of Washington, one would not find a single person
who could mention more than half a
dozen of the men who signed that lamous
document.
Yet these are the men who
made this republic a possibility. Had it
not been for their courageous action we
would have no Fourth of July celebrations throughout the length and breadth
of this fair land and no occasion for any.
at

PLANET MARS.

(From Oxford Democrat.)
This old earth of our is getting chummy with Mars, one of our nearest neighThe earth is
bors out in the blue ether.
not altogether to blame for this because
Mars is coming more than half way—
coming nearer than she has been before
Of course we are interested
Bince 1909.
in hqr—want to see how she looks in
the red rob in which she is dressed; so
we

pointing

are

our

biggest lorgnette

SA-CO Coffee bedelicious flavor
cause it has a definite,
always the same, always rich, smooth and

clever girl—
She knows the way to bleml
The colors in her centerpiece
Just so they won't offend.
She’s truly very kind of heart
And trims the poorest lots
With something as exquisite as
The blue forget-me-nots.
But when her lovely centerpiece
Was all complete and fine,
Her sister June will ceme along
To change the whole design.
—Nan Terrell Reed
a

THAT UNCLE STICKNEY SOLD
The f amous Old-Time Remedy for Aches
and Paine—The Original Stickney Formula-Now on sale by The City Drug store,
Also by
A. A. Howes & Co.. Belfast.
Searsport Drug Co.. Searsport; M. R. LaKurley. Stockton Springs; Walter Nealey,
Northport; C. E. Dearborn. Lincolnville;
Drug Store. Camden. Ass for

Boynton’s

it at

other stores.

bottle. Trade supplied,
Only 35 cts.
M.C. Baker Company. Bangor, Me.
a

—

mellow in the cup.
Your grocer can supply you with SACO Coffee or the double-sealed packets of SA-CO Tea, fragrant Orange
Pekoe or rich Formosa-Ceylon.
Blended and
T.

On

Dumb Animals
NEW BOOK, 300 pages, on care
and treatment of Dumb Animals—
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dags and
Poultry, with Humphreys’ VeterinaryMedicines, mailed free.
A. A.
B.B.
C.C.
D.D.
E.E.
F. F.
G. G
H. H.
I. I.
J. K.

For Fevers, Congestion and Inflammation
For Diseases of the Tendons or Ligament*
For Diseases of the Grinds
For Worm Diseases
For Diseases of the Air Passages
For Colic, Spasmodic or Wind Colic
Prevents Miscarriage
For Disorders of the Kidneys and Bladdtf
For Cutaneous Disease or Eruptions
For Disuses of Digestion
60c. each, at Drug Stores or mailed.

When three is not a crowd

Ht-mphheys* Homeopathic Medicine Co..

■V

When one is Clicquot and
the other two are you and she.
For Clicquot Club Ginger Ale it
a friendly drink, each bottle containing enough for her full glass

HUMPHREYS’

Witch Hazel Ointment (Ccm?.)
“The Pile Ointment”
Sample Mailed Free
Ht’Mpiikeys’ Homeopathic M&dxowb CO*
156 William Street, New York,

and yours.
The

|OF
DCJt-

Young, old, or in
between—they all like it.
Everything in Clicquot Club
Ginger Ale is

i

lSPfc*ci,sS^l
1
I

^

be

^SceUef.

qThenghtsemedy

I
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u

the

harbor front for the month of
Inquire at

JOURNAL OFFICE

f THE CLICQUOT CLUB CO,
Millis, Mass., U. S. A.

EXTRA DRV

Gingej? K

li—*-r—-I

■irnusuti 15 n*uh»**
*m 'taUKlMi VMM —n»
Ml bnXM.CUMII «•• f*l*

5*/ Oicquot Gub Co.H»l[~

Ginger Ale
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0 famous medic®

Sarsaparilla

lhe .trongest VI

Birch Beer

.1
PE-RU-NA
l
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I1C3'==S1lS^,QU,D

Root Beer

1
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Your Boston
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Read them all in

and po

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Local freight service between Portland and
New York has been resumed from Custom
House Wharf, Portland
Upon completion of
the new State pier at Portland, now under
construction, direct freight service to and from
interior pointB and New York will be resumed.
CEO. E. DUNTON, Agent.
Belfast, Maine.

Piano

apply

on

DUROST &

the

premises

Belfast.

Trucking

McKEEN,
41tf

A Furnished Room

to

Apply at Journal Office.

Belfast,

Maine.

ALGOLA PILLS

Dr. Hester Brown

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood.
For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
them.
10c.
25c.
Try
At druggists. Duane

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Pharmacal

30 High Street.

lei. 320

1

1103, City

signature

Co., sole proprietor, P. O.
Hall Station, New York.
each box*

on

Box
See

Range

firstiletter.

Belfast,.Maine

M.

Lothrop

Colonial Theatre
TELEPHONE

Building

336-3

27tf

FINE HOME FOE SlfcE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated oa
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office.
Excellent summer or year round

dwelling.

MAURICE W. LORD

Hayford Block, Belfast,

tf45

Me.

Lumber

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON.
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

TO LET

Kiichen

DENTIST

tfl8

I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross streets, and (hey
will receive prompt attention.

MRS. JOHN W. FERGUSON,

18tf

GODDARD,

CONTRACTORS,
39 Bridge St., or 21 Spring St.,

Tuning

BELFAST, MAINE.
4
Phone 126-4.

Hand

State price

work, such as moving buildings, Box 185,
cement sidewalks, cellar and general Dr A.
repair work and painting included.

Repairing

LLOYD D.

Second

rvN and after May I, we are prepared to do all kinds of contract

MR. A. S. COSTIGAN,
No. 372 Madison Aveuue,
Flushing, L. I', New York

and

WANTED

j ^

IN STOCKTON SPRINGS, a three acre
mowing field, suitable for house lots, near
the village. Situated on the Cape road;
was part of estate of the late D. G. Ames.
Will make cash price
Anxious to sell.
very small. Apply to

Expert

Daily

the Uncle
and Sunday

today’s Boston Globe.

NOTICE

FOR SALE

6w22*

read

The Sporting News
The Househ Id Page
The Editorial Page

Bangor.
At Boston

Newspaper

Advise your neighbors to
Dudley Editorials in the Boston
Globe.

,i90

e°mm*o”='rp

No water

Ginger.

tad stomach
q
nothin* W*

TTwilt

pure.

but that drawn from
springs is used and
only real Jamaica

^A^%CCLCBRATED

0 aches.

P"5°°

Clicquot Club

taste of

counts most.

-r=3I=g°
ENIOT ufE

0 Q The

ALB

GI N G B IB

For Sale

August.
25tf

Eatabliahcd 1S7S

BANGOR

_

I am offering for sale my place at 188
It includes about 4 acres of
High street
land with 50 apple trees; house and barn
connected, with electric lighU and city
water; all in good repair. For particulars i

Cottage to Let

COMPANY

Wholesale Grocers

Importers

At 72 Main Street. Belfast.

Undertaker

packed by

SAVAGE

R.

In Bread Street

No strike can win
this murderous type.
by such methods or long survivesuch outbreaks.
The effort to find excuses for
extenuating circumstances only tires public opposition.
Furthermore, under a decision of the
court the unions become liable for the
damages thus wrought and union funds
subject to attachment. Mr. Gompers resents
sucji a decision, yet to deny justice
and the power of the law in such caaes is
but another way of justifying violence
and murder to prevent the freedom of action among working people who do not
belong to the unions, or to the particular
unions that are on strike.

SINCE 1882

Charles R. Coombs

like

you’ll

We believe

at

her—Dr. P rcival Lowell's great telescope
If one looks at her
at f lagstaff, Arizona.
with the natural eye, she is only a bright
red star, the same as shealways has been;
so one can hardly realize she is flirting with
the earth, but she is—at least the astromWith the naked eye she
amers say she is.
looks about as large as one’s fist, but out
through Lowell’s big telescope she looks
about twenty-five times the area of the
full moon, as seen with the naked eye, so
she is some planet. Perhaps our astronomers can now find out what she is doing
with canals,
and whether she really
wears an icecap on her head.

is

you

the coffee you like best.

^^tiood. I
| I aidincastingo
0 and strengthen
nr w.ly(unctlon
I q The large number { people who |
fl
^
o

THE

coffee for

only satisfactory

toggiSl
\

ALADDIN’S MYSTERY

each equipped with
lone Giant Superfex burner.

The

Alienates Sympathy.
(Springfield Union.)
The affair is likely to be a greater blow
to the striking unions than to coal operators.
Nothing alienates public sympathy
or respect quicker or more thoroughly
than violence, and especially violenpe of

With the coming of the swimming seaonce more swimmers should fix iirmly
in their minds the fact that certain precautions must be observed to avoid accidents.
Those who go into the water soon after
Those vena hearty meal court danger.
turing too far from shore in rough weather or before they have had sufficient
practice risk their lives. Thos.' who get
themselves into difficulties in the water
through imprudence endanger not only
their own lives but the lives of those who \
Deep water is not nego to their rescue.
cessary to the enjoyment of swimming. \
A veteran fisherman off Coney Island
greeted a swimmer who had braved a
headwind in order to reach the dory, an1 chored on the
banks half a mile from
shore with the remark that the water
close in shore was just as salty as the
middle of the ocean.
1
The muscular effort used in swimming \
! is entirely different from the muscular
Every
effort required in other sports.
part of the muscular system is brought
into play in this health promoting pasttime, which confers such far reaching
bnnefits that everybody who can engage
in it should do >o.
Those having accest to salt water enjoy 11
a boon which is denied to residents of the
The latter must be
fresh water States.
content with ponjls and lakes and rivers;
but health an* enjoyment can be had in
any of these down to the smallest of the
swimmin’ holes in which ttie neighoorhood
boys laugh away the happiest hours of
their lives.

For Best Results
Use Socony Kerosene

^sizes,

this country ‘are centered
southern Iliinois.
One reason is that one of our great States,
one of those States in which the traditions of order and honor and power of
law should be of the strongest, remained
supine in a critical and tragic hour.
The affair at Herrin was a massacre,
done not merely with deliberation, but
with hideous pleasure.
There is nothing in the history of the
United States to compare with the savagery of the mob that turned the surrendered strikebreakers loose only to shoot
them dowi ; that cut their throats as they
lay wounded ;that cursed them aB they were
dying in the hospitals; that killed women
and babies, and that brought the children
into the morgue to "take a look, kid; at
what your father did.”

156 William Street, New York.
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May is such

In two,three and four-burner

For You
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FOR SWIMMERS TO REMEMBER
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Butchery?

upon

—National Republican.
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,

the

<N.w York Herald)

-$1.20.

The Declaration of

He ILLINOIS TKACjfcUT

Who Started

The Transportation Act of 1920 directed
the Interstate Commerce Commission to
Constipation is as olA as the world.
prepare a plan for the consolidation of the
railroads of the United States into a few Most people must liglirit from birth to
While the Act does not death. Some use harsh catharticsor me
great systems
direct that Commission actually to effect tallic drugs that force relief, but do not
consolidations, it specifically declaresthat strengthen the organs so that they perfuture railroad combinations must care- form their functions normally.
Our early ancestors turned to Nature
fully follow the specifications of the plan
finally adopted. That Commission has for pleasant relief. From herbs, barks,
proposed and published tentative plans of roots and leaves blessed with laxative
properties, they prepared a pleasant, ef
Its final plan will be deconsolidal on.
Such a remedy as cur
termined after public hearings on this ; fective extract.
subject beginning at once, and it is ex- forefathers made is f>r, True's Elixir, the
I rue E'amily Laxative and Worm Expeller.
pected that the hearing concerning the
patients originally
New England roads will be.heldin Boston, Prescribed for his
seventy one years ago by Dr. J. F. True,
in August.
a
conscientious Maine country doctor, it
This is a matter of vital interest and of
fundamental importance to Maine and lias become a household favorite. ConNew England and it is absolutely essential tains no metallic drugs—just pure extracts that purify the bowels as they
to Maine’s future welfare that she takes
Used over 70 years. 40c—60c
correct and determined action at the :leanse.

pending hearings.

Lincolnville.

Charles

INTERESTED IN
R. R. CONSOLIDATION

MAINE

Transfers in Real Estate

Now is the time to put in
your order for lumber for the
spring building and repairing.
MILTON B. HILL,
Corner Primrose and
Waldo Avenue.
Tel. 205
LIVER

ple

_tflO

TROUBLE—Physician axplalna sta-

(or inflamed gall bladder aad
bile ducta associated with gallstones. Booklet
FREE. Dr. Q. Paddock. Box »1. Kansas City.
Bo.
Iwt7p
treatment

accommodate our fast growing needs, but that is soon to be eor
thru the enlargement of our banking quarters.
rected.
$325,040.91.
World affairs are improving: business in the United States is
As before said, the $1,800,000 deposits in the Belfast Savings
retained
gathering momentum, particularly in the building line; Waldo
Bank, we believe will largely be transferred here, and thus
affairs are in a healthy condition, and the dream of years is
County
of
of
benefit
the
people
in Belfast, where they will work for the
soon to be consummated in Belfast, the construction of a new
of
the
State.
High
this State and particularly this section
School budding. This will materially STIMULATE the trade and
mato
of
be
been
have
We are indeed sorry not to
being
INCREASE the population of our city.
i terial assistance in the liquidation of the Savings Bank, which we
place it
The assistance and advice of this Institution are always
345 shares could have been, but “the powers that be” willed it otherwise.
open
655 shares were taken by FORMER stockholders and
You are always welcome here, whether you do or do
to all.
not
thus
were
by NEW stockholders. 48 NEWr STOCKHOLDERS
With the increase of business of this Bank, our earnings like- have business to transact at the time.
of
number
the
present
added to our former list of 147, making
wise grow. Current profits for the past six months were $38,023.92.
stockholders 195.
There has been a large increase in the values of the securities in our THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF
new stock securities investment account during the past eight months, which
the
of
the
had
purchasing
privilege
Former stockholders
of increase will continue
BELFAST, MAINE
gradually for some time yet. The top of
at $100 per share. New stockholders paid $12o per share, $100
increase in the securidiverted
this
was
From
$2o
reached.
the
been
not
and
has
Assets
values
Bank’s
the
yet
into
9ther
which went
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
of the new ties still retained, $26,309.06 has been transferred to profits acto old stockholders who did not purchase their allotment
of
and
transfers
in
this
deductions
way, count, making total profits before!
stock. $13,625 was thus received by old stockholders
The
National Bank of Belfast
From this amount $11,499 was charged down on a
an extra dividend to them of this $107,192.42.
was
virtually
what
making
AT THE
who PI RCHASLD suspended loan, reducing the same to $1.00, pending its settlement;
amount, oi“$25 per share. Former stockholders
TH
was transJl$T
stock
share
on
$50,000
tor
taxes
owned;
the
was
$Lo
BEGINNING OF BUSINESS JANUARY 1, 1922
per
paid
$1,669.50
the new stock at $100 RECEIVED
for $100 was worth ferred to surplus account; 56,000 was set aside for dividends July
SAME, because the stock which they purchased
ASSETS
! l; and the balance, 538,023.92, was'carried forward to next six Loans and
$125, and in reality MORE.
Discounts.$1,900,549.74
of
our
securiof THIS months in profit and loss account. The market value
Bonds and Securities.
1,566,040.45
National Bank stocks usually sell high. The stock
at $13o ties account exceeds the book value by over 557,000 as of July 1, Banking House.
CHEAP
and
32.5BC5]
investment,
DESIRALE
and
Bank is a SAFE
U. S. Bonds to Secure Circulation
a total actual surplus and profits of over 8195,000.
60[000.*00
owner.
making
the
to
taxation
irom
FREE
is
It
Due from l. S. Treasury 5 per cent. Fund.
per share.
3,00o!o0
attention
to
the
affairs
Our Directors give the closest personal
in this State
Internal Revenue Stamps
155!00
There has NEVER been a National Bank failure
Your
examinations
Due from Banks.
of this Bank and make thorough
semi-annually,
188 92100
in its long history, an ENVIABLE record.
Cash on Hand.
attention is called to our list of Directors given on the first cover.
from
59’.372'.53 $3.810 549 2?
Our surplus has been INCREASED by a transfer
LIABILITIES
to
Federal
a
the
Reserve
trust
from
$100,000.
under
maintains
Act,
$o0,000
This Bank
account of $50,000, changing the surplus
has received large trust accounts the past six £aP‘tal.$200,000.00
which
and
$100,at
$200,000
department,
stand
now
Surplus.
Thus the capital and surplus
100,000.00
MONEY in the months.‘All trust investments are segregated by themselves for the Other Lndivided Profits
38.023 92
a total of $100,000 of
000
*.* Banking House Depreciation Account
of the special trust accounts.
and
this
the
benefit
17 510 51
to
protection
DEPOSITORS.
OF
Adding
PR0E1CTI0N
the
Bank’s assets for
Circulation.
60,000.'00
a total available remakes
more
same
be
the
for
and
of
LIABILITY
free
of
$200,000
wills
may
We make
STOCKHOLDERS'
expense
Jeft
Deposits.
3.395,014.80
of 5500.000
$3,810,549.23
sponsibility for SECURITY OF DEPOSITORS in this institution
safe-keeping, free of expense.
The
Financial
Statement is simplified by
-HALF A MILLION DOLLARS.
We act as Executor of your will, if desired, and by the appointthe following analysis:
To this may be added also the progressiveness, sirengui cum ment of this Bank as your Executor, you can feel sure that your \Ve hold Notes for Money Loaned
$1,900,549.74
and
directors
efficiency of the Bank’s management by its
estate will be safeguarded and your wishes carried out in accord- \Ve hold Bonds and Securities
1,626,040.45
and
We value our Banking House,
Officers, always the UNDERLYING feature of STRENGTH
ance with your willed instructions.
Furniture and Fixtures
15,000.00
SAFETY in every banking institution.
We have installed another New Chest of Safe Deposit Boxes W e have due from the 1 reasury
discontinue
to
Department at Washington
Owing to the Belfast Savings Bank’s decision
since January 1. Boxes rent at $3.00. $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00. Our
3,000.00
the deposits which
to
receive
W e have in Internal Revenue Stamps
and
invites
Bank
this
expects
business,
15s!oO
one of the STRONGEST in tne State.
is
vault
W e have due us from Banks
188.921 00
have accumulated there. As dividends are paid by that institution,
where
59 372 53
We loan on names, real estate mortgages, live stock and secur- We have Cash on hand
deposits of the same can be made in our savings department,
•_
Total Property Owned
of
the
the
borrower
assistance
there.
received
responsibility
been
Though
has
which
rate
ities. We grant every
yDj 1 t'O, U0O«
4% is paid, the same
W
owe
e
tor
money
for
deposited
ininvestments
bar
sale.
not
3,395
should
014
We
have
this
80
high-grade
constantly
with
us
warrants.
account
already
one may have an
We owe for Circulation Money
outstanding!
amount
60,000.00
creasing the same to any amount There is no limit to the
We are eliminating entering into details as to these features of,
Total we owe
the
capital,
With
the
by
interest.
to
this
safety
provided
we
familiar
which
on
community.
pay
What We own exceeds what we owe
our business, all of which are
**"0,0-3.92
Our Stockholders are additionally liable at
States Government superUnited
the
Bank
is
this
stockholders’
of
UPBUILDING
liability,
surplus,
One of the FIRST thoughts
manall
times
for
1
the
of
vision, and the progressiveness, strength and efficiency
of this community, and the HELPING of those who need assistance, j Market Values exceed Book Values
200,000.00
M
here
agement of this Bank, money will always be safely protected
There is ONE THING we do lack, and that is sufficient space i TOTAL EXCESS ASSETS FOR SECURITY OF
DEPOSITORS
and ready for the depositor when needed.
The Features which stand out most prominently in the Progress
of this Institution since our Annual Statement on January 1, are
the Increase in the Capital Stock and Surplus.
thru
The CaDital invested by stockholders has been DOUBLED
THE
CAPITALIZA,
INCREASING
new
the sale
ITSELFTION from $100,000 to $200,000. This new Stock SOLD
\\ as necessary to
effort
sales
NO
that
demand
a
such
there
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WALDO.
The Whitcomb school in W ldo, taught
closed
by Miss Inza Boyd of Jackson,
evenFriday, June 23rd. The following
at
ing a school entertainment was given
Silver Harvest grange hall, with ice
which had
cream on sale, also a quilt,
been made by the parents and pupils of
the school. The quilt was sold by tickets,
Una Thompson getting the lucky number.

The

tainment

net

were

proceeds

from the enter-

127.40, which is to be used

clock and other needed furnishings for the schoolroom Much credit
is due the teacher, also Mrs. Julia Gurmanner in
ney, for the very pleasing
which the program was given. Severai
numbers were encored, and especial
mention should be made of the Indian
song and dance b> six of the older pupils,
the darky song, tune, I A’int Nobody’s
Darling, by ten of the small children, and
laat, but not least, the tambourine dance
by Mona Gurney, The dialogue, entitled
Moving Day, was line, each part being especially well taken, and kept the audi
ence in an uproar from start to finish.
The program included the following: Address of welcome, Carrie Small; song,
Let’s All be Good Pals Together, school;
exercise, first grade; song, But You Can
Never Tell, Anna and Mona Gurney; rec.,
Who Made the Speech? Evelya Young;
Indian song, Wana; rec., When Baby
Spilled the Ink, Chester Richards; song
and dance. Little Maid; tableau, The
Flowerof the Family; rec., Sixty Years
to

purchase

a

Ago, Eleanor Dutton; tambourine dance,
Mona Gurney; dialogue, The Trials of a
School Teacher; darky song; rec., The
Trouble With the Scbeol, Clarence Ausplund ; song, I’d Love to go to Sleep, Nellie and Freeman Herbert; exe.ciae, A
Rainy Day, Mona Gnrney, Edna Richards; rec., A Little Speech, Illie Smith;
rec., A Rogue, Willard Emery; rec., Moving Day, Edna Richards; dialogue, Mov
ing Day; exercise, first grade: Clifton
Blood, Evelyn Young, Avon Buzzell,
Aretta Blood, Herbert Young, Alice
Whitcomb, Illie Smith; Indian song: Isabel Payson, Louise Herbert, Carrie Small,
Alice Payaon, Anna Gurney, Clarence
Ausplund; Little Maid: Anna Gurney,
Clarence Ausplund, Eleanor Dutton,
Chester Richards, Mona Gurney, Willard
Emery, Avis Leavitt, Freeman Herbert;
darky Bong: tune, I Ain’t Nobody’s DarIjn’, Nellie Herbert, Freeman Herbert,
Aretta Blood, Warren Blood, Illie Smith,
Herbert Young, Ellen Poland, Mona Gurney, Alice Payson, Anna Gurney; dialogue, The Trials of a School Teacher
Alice Payson, Herbert Youug, Illie Smith,
Evelyn Young, Clifton Blood; dialogue,
Moving Day: Mrs. Speedwell, Carrie
Small; Mr. Speedwell, Cheater Cross;
Walter Speedwell, Clarence Ausplund;
Janet Speedwell, Edna Richards; Louise
Speedwell, Mona Gurnev; maid, Louise
Herbert; cook, Isabel Payaon; smasher, a
man from the china store, Guy Gurney;
Jones, a man from the book seller’s,
Chester Richards. The following pupils
were neither tardy nor absent during the
term: Carrie Small, Isabel Payson, Alice

NORTHPORT

SWANVILLE.
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Gordon

Mrs. Jobn Briggs arrived home from

I Everett, Mats., Saturday morning.
i The L. A. S. will meet with Mrs. Mary
i F.
Nickerson Thursday afternoon, July

MacKenney

is

clerking

for

Mrs. Mary Godfrey has hired the Alvah
Greenlaw cottage for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm H. Bray spent the
week end at their cotAge at Birch Crest
Pars.

Mr. V. Spearing, who has been suffering
for a long time with cancer on his face, is
confined to the bed and in a critical condition.

H. A. Patch, Sidney Hodgdon, Llyod
Oxton and Ray Uarleton motored to
Mr. Earle Smart haB bought the little ! Union last Saturday.
house beside the blacksmith shop and
Mrs. Sally M. Rand and party have arwill occupy it as soon as Mrs. Smart is
i rived for the season and are in the Godable to come home.
frey cottage South Shore.
Mr. Raymond Howard of North Searsleased
the
store
of
Miss Adela Hills of Somerville, Mass.,
has
port
part
Cunningham’s Hall and is fitting it up for an auto- and friends spent the Fourth with Henry
mobile repair shop.
G. and Isaac S. Hills and families,
and Mrs. Alonzo W. Damm anThe T. C. Hudsons of Columbus, Ga.,
the engagement of their daughter have arrived at their delightful country
Bernice Avaline to Russell Linwood Lit- I estate on the shore road below Saturday
tlefield of Swanville.
Cove.
Mr.

i

with coffee will be an attractive
especially to motor guests.

j
1

nounce

Mr. and Mrs. Prescott Robbins ind son
Roy Southard and family are to occupy
Mr. Payson Robbins and wife of Augusta the
Wager house until their cottage is
and Mrs. E. C. Ballard of Vassalboro iinished which
they are building on Birch
were recent guests of Mrs.
Luella H. i Crest Park.
Nickerson and Miss Cora Parsons.
H. K. Whitcher of Boston,paymaster of
Mr. and Mrs Paul Bradford and son of the firm of Jordon & Marsh, spent the
Damariscotta were guests of Mr. and Fourth with his sister, Mrs. C. A. Sheldon
Mrs. Ches'er Trundy last Wednesday and ftmily.
night and attended the ball at the Swan
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Sink of DorchesLake Pavilion. They are visiting rela
; ter, Mass., have arrived for the season
tives in different parts of the State.
: and are occupying the Banton cottoge on
Mr and Mrs. H. G. Applin returned to 1 South Shore.

Somerville, Mass., Wednesday morning,
accompanied by Miss Augusti E. Nickerson.
Miss Phyllis Applin remained with
her grandmother. Mrs. Applin is expected back in a few days to spend the summer

here.

Capt. and Mrs. Goodwin of Brooks are
Mr. Elbert G. Moulton of Brooks and on tbe grounds for the season and the
Miss Fannie Brown of this town were former is using his yacht Ellie for pleasquietly married in Belfast Tuesday even- j ure parties and short trips.
ing, June 27th, and left Wednesday mornTbe supper held at the Chapel June 28
ing for Lake Winnecook to spend their
i
Aid was well attended, over
honeymoon. They have the best wishes th by Ladies
Mr. Philo C. Blaisdell
and congratulations of s large circle of $22, being netted.
tbe Aid with $5.
friends, and will make their home in presenting

|

BUiNHAM,
—

Mrs. Wesley C. Hunt was in Fairfield
husiness recently.

on

!

Master William Richards of Dorchester, Mass has arrived at Temple Heights
and will remain for the season as a student at Camp Navajo, Orrin J. Dickey’s
sum ier school for boys.
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Ferguson of Roxbury. Mass., who recently bought the
Dodwortb-Dougan cottage on North
Shore, will arrive for the season July

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Thurston are the
parents of a fine baby girl, born Tuesday
8th.
morning, June 20th.
John and Cary Gee, Milton Greeley,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pope and little
and George E. Gilmore were among the daughter, Ruth, of Brookline, have arpeople who went to Bangor to attend the rived for the season. They are entercircus.
taining Mrs. Pope’s mother and sister,
Mrs. Leavitt and Miss Ruth Leavitt, of
ma
'e
for the observ- Boston.
Plans are being
ance of Children’s Sunday at the church,
and the exercises are expected to be held
Five or six Old Town Indians have
July 9th.
camped at Breezy Point, near Kelley
Cove and add very materially to the picMr. and Mrs. Raleigh Wheeler of Hart- turesqueness of the locality, being a new
Payson, Evelyn Young.
land have been recent visitors at the quantity to many of the summer guests.
home of her brother, Arnold Hunt. They Their baskets, bags, etc., are always inMRS. EMMA G. WOOD
have also visited other relatives in town. teresting.
Mra. Emma G. Wood, widow of Joaiah
L- Wood, died at the home of her daughMany from here went to Lewiston last
Mr. snd Mrs. Vaughan Hamilton of
ter, Mrs. Walter Fish, at the Head of the Thursday for the day to attend the circus. Brookline have arrived and will
occupy
June
28tb.
this
Wednesday,
city,
Tide,
Among the number were Mr. and Mrs. the Howes cottage on the North Shore.
She was 74 years old on the 11th day of Frank Miles, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Mitchhave
as
Mrs.
ManJames
They
guests,
May last. She waa born in Rockland,
ell, Mrs. Ralph Miles and Burnham Winn( ning of Brookline and Mrs. Eleanor Winbut had lived in Belfast for over fifty
ship of Wakefield, both of whom have
She leaves lour sons and two
Tears.
Among those from Burnham who went frequently visited here in summer.
daughters, A. Lorenzo Wood, Charles E. to Fairfield to attend the funeral services
Fercy H., Francis E., Mra. Emma Bur
of the late Mrs. Agnea Estes, a former
William Card of Boston is spending
Funeral ser- resident of this town, were Mr. and Mrs. the summer at the Hills Homestead in
ton and Mrs. Walter Fish.
the
vices were held Saturday afternoon,
He is continuing his
Ralph Barter, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lib- East Northport.
Rev. Charles W. Martin of the Metho- by, Mrs. Darley Chandler and Mr. and studies on the piano under the instrucdiat church officiating.
tion of Richard E. Stevena of Brookline,
Mrs. W. G. Edmunds.

We are headquarters for
red granite. W'e have in
stock or in transit

week was named
after this famous
!

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Weste'
ly. R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink,‘Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St.Cloud, Minn., Red, Wisconsin Mahogany,
Warsaw, Wis., Red,
A beautiful

footprint

If you
you

can

guess

Universal
**

Beers Red,

by

That*

Magda Red,
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ROBINSON CRUSOE
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

To the Honorable John A. Peters, Judge of
the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
Charles E, Reynolds of Burnham,, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, in said
district,respectfully represents that on the30th
day of March, last past, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the acts of Congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property and has
fully complied with all the requirements of
dues, $1,620; guest cards, $6; sales, $31.- said actsand of the orders of the court touch96; total, $1,657 96; operating expenses, ing his bankruptcy.
Wherefore, he prays that he may be decreed
$1,886.35; total operating loss, $228.39.
Following are the officers for the ensuing by the court to have a full discharge from all
debts
provable against his estate under said
year: Charles Bradbury of Belfast, presibankrupt acts, except such debts as are exdent; Ira M. Cobe of New York and cepted
by law from such discharge.
Northport, vice president; Charles E.
Dated this 23rd day of June. A. D. 1922.
treas•
and
secretary
Rogers, New York,
CH/iRLES E. REYNOLDS, Bankrupt.
urer; Miss Caroline Perrine, assistant;
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
board of governors, Ralph L. Flanders, J.
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss.
W. Blaisdell, James H. Howes, Ralph A.
On this let day of July, A. D. 1922, on
Peavey, Mr. Cobe, Morris L. Slugg, Wil- reading the foregoing petition it is—
mer J. Dorman, T. Frank Parker, Claude
Ordered by the Court, that a heanog be had
B. Roberts; golf committee, Mr. Flan- upon the same on the 11th day of Angust. A. D,
W.
1922, before said court, at Bangor, in said disders, chairman, William E. Hatch, J.
Division, at ten o'clock in the
Dougan, Mr. Peavey, Mr. Howea, Mr. trict, Northern
and that notice thereof 'be |pub
W.
forenoon;
Austin
Cobe, William C. Libbey,
lished in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
Keating, Mr. Roberts, Cecil Clay; Mr. printed in said
district. Northern Division,
Howea, treaaurer; Mr. Clay, secretary.
and that all known creditors and other persons
in interest may appear at the said time and
place and show cause, if any they have, why
i the prayer of the said petitioner should not be
I granted.
| And it is further ordered by the court, that
Louis Light has purchased a car.
; the clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this ordeit adRobert Thurston who has been teaching ! dressed to them at their places of residence as
1
home
for
the
returned
stated.
has
in Augusta
I
Witness, the Honorable John A. Peters,
summer.
Judge of the said court, and the seal thereof,
Walter Esancy and family of Auausta j at Bangor, in the Northern Division of said
spent the week end with his.parents, Mr. district, on the 1st day of July, A. D. 1922.
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
and Mrs. Frink Esancy.
IL. S ]
Deputy Clerk.
Mrs. Rex Paescott spent a few days in
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Brunswick recently. Miss Esther Lenfest
Deputy Qlerk.
kept house for her during the time.
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can come see

serial ever made
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dark red— the reddest of reds.

it

the biggest adventure

SOUIH LIBERTY

■

GRANITE

What day of the

have been reduced in numbers, and it has
not been possible to provide an entertainment of merit for each Sunday evening,
without an expenditure too great for the
resources of the club, so it has been
thought better to have fewer entertainments and the quality of each to be imThe operating expenses the
proved.
past year were as follows: Membership

|

Brooks.

?

Cards have been received by members
announcing the July events at the
Northport Country club, as follows:
Thursday, July 6, special dinner, 6.30.
dance, Marston’s orchestra of Rockland,
at 8 30; Tuesday, July 11, ladies’ bridge
at 2 30; Tuesday, July 18, ladies’ bridge
at 2 30; Thursday, July 20, special dinner,
at 6.3C; dance, 8.30; Tuesday, July 25,
ladies’ bridge, 2.30;July 30, Sunday, concert at 8.30 p. m.
For the coming season
dance music will be furnished by Marston’s orchestra of Rockland, the opening
Sundey concerts
dance being July 6th.

Mrs. Mary E. Ayer and Miss Anna C.
Ayer of Brookline, Mass., have arrived
at their cottage on South Shore.
They
made the trip by auto.

j

Cobe arrived Saturday from
New York coming by auto. He was accompanied by Charles E. Rogers of New
York, who will spend the summer on
South Shore, and by Claude B Roberts
of Brighton, Mass., who spent Sunday
Mrs.
with his family on North Shore.
Rogers and Miss Louise will arrive later
and Miss Adeline Rogers came earlier in
the week accompanying Mrs Cobe and
Mrs. Frederick. Hoffman of Chicago, who
have arrived at Hillside Farms.

RED

Do you know

feature,

Ira M.

Blanche

Hokes who has been in
the Knox hospital for operation, has gone
to Camden where she will stay for a short
time before coming home.

The Frederick Hoisingtons of Rye, N.
Y., are established for the season at
their charming country estate on Sunset
Island, just across the bay from the HudWith them are the Misses Miriam
sons.
and Betty Folwell of Philadelphia, Mrs.
William Folwell, their mother, being in
Europe.
The Ladies’ Aid of East Northport and
vicinity are to have a sale sometime in
July, for which Mrs. Lillian C. Ross has
kindly offered the porch and lawn of the
laisdell has given
Philo C.
Waquoit.
They
them a wrist watch for the sale.
will have punch work, sofa pillows, a
percale quilt and afghan which will probA plate lunch
ably be sold at auction.

Chester Sheldon.

13th.

Mrs.

Mass., who with Mrs. Stevens is occupying one of the Cobe cottages on South
Shore.

A. S.

Balmoral Red

THEM..

HEAL, Belfast, Maine,

-Results Count*
THE PIONEER

Georgia

A.

Davis

MAIN STREET

80

Monday, Wednesday

CHIROPRACTOR

and

Friday.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation
for the sympathy and kindness
during
our recent
bereavement; also for the
beautiful flowers sent to the funeral.
Alonzo H. Appun,
Mrs. Guy L. Peav^y,
Mrs Amy c. Ellis.
Henry G. Appun,
James W applin,
Albert G. Appun,
Mrs. Liluan m. Ellis.

Special Notice
I wish to inform the public that I have
bought the harness branch of Patterson

& Sylvestef and will conduct it in connection with my business in the
Armory
building. I will also do harness repairing.
I would be pleased to receive your patronA. K. Wood will be my assistant
age.
CHaS. E. STEVENS, Belfaat.

9 .to 11 o’clock A. M.

Ladies,

Take

Notice!

I want you all to know that you
get a hat at almost your own price. *
•ver heard of a genuine Panama for I*7*
nevertheless it is true. I only have s K*
left. I am going to sell them. They s™*
formerly *7 80 and $5.00 apiece. I ,1'j
have Sailors with colored facings, »
Sport Hats at the same price.
«,
Several of last season's Hats at »!•
I want to close them out at once.
Children’s Hats $1.50 and $1-25 each.

ELIZABETH SHAW
Mitchell Street, Perry’s Coiner,

W‘°
Take the Stockton jitney at the
—
House for 10 cents.

sor

For Sale
A BUFFET.

Inquire of

MRS. GEO.
33

THOMPSON

Church Street-

Bert L. Davis

95 GENT SALE

-SALE-

ALL THIS WEEK

SATURDAY

ENDS

Harry W. Clark & Co

BUY YOUR FALL

What 95 Cents will

Hose

Boys’Un

Suits, 2 for

on

Arrow

HEAVY BLUE tfM

OVERALLS

4Q

HARRY MYERS
"THE ADEE/YWEES
OE EOS/MSQA/ CEUSOE'

pairs for
Quality Hose, 10 pairs for

Boys’

Turkish Towels

Men’s Good

3ERIAL

Crusoe, Pegleg,

One

Eye,

Black

Friday!

MAINE

BELFAST,

The North church sewing circle w:re
guests Wednesday evening of Mrs John
R and Miss Margaret A. Dunton at their
A picnic supper
cottage at the Battery.
a
very social time rewas served and

The News ot Belfast
new

advertisements

Bank makes a busiThe City National
the six months ending
ness statement for
July 1st.
advertises Holmes
H. J. Locke & Son
& Edwards silverware.
Charlotte Applm
The children of Mrs.
publiih a card of thanks.
advertises 1 s
Central Maine Power Co.
Preferred Stock.
the sale at his
Bert L. Davis advertises
which ends Saturday.

store,
his shoe store.
B. L. Tuttle advertises
has bulTet for
Mrs. George Thompson

i

1

a
garage o
George Priest is building
Thomas \\ att
his lot on Cottage street.
from KoiK.who returned here recently
1 ab;tk is the carpenter.

The Saco Valley Canning Company
This
will can blueberries this season.
will make a large addition to the indusvicin
try for berries are plentiful in this
ity and it will lengthen the season con-

siderably.

|

!

for bids I
City of Belfast advertises
|
schoolhouse.
for construction of new
I
for sale
heading
barrel
has
G L. Slipp
for sale.
See advt. of wood lot

"xhe

ported.

*

The shoe factory of Leonard, Stevens
Co. shut down last Saturday for the an
It has been the custom
nual vacation.
for a number of years to close the week
It will open
of the Fourth of July.
again Monday, July 10th.

Ralph H Darby, who has a lease of the
Knowlton building on High street, in
which his pool room is located, will take
on
August 8th the store of Dayton K
Stephenson, whose lease is up at that
tune. Mr. Darhy will repair and improve
the place, and will continue the businessHis brothers George H. and Bert M. will
be associated with him.

The second in the series cf popular
band concerts at the City Park from 4 to
Sunday 5 p. m. will be held next Sunday, when
Mail will be dispatcned on the
There will an immense crowd will be present, if the
afternoon boat for Boston.
be no collections from street letter boxes day is pleasant. The expense of the first
It therefore will be I concert was borne by the Chamber of
for this dispatch.
necessary for mail to be deposited in Commerce, without taking up a collecthe postollice—Austin W. Keating, P. M. tion from the audience as was planned at
It costs $55 to give such a concert,
first.
The Belfast friends of Mr. and Mrs. W. and hereafter a collection will be taken
and
of
Augusta
family
and
Getchell
B
up to defray expenses.
to them
Belfast extend sincere sympathy
son and brothin the tragic death of their
The elm tree at the corner of the resiCecil
Alton Getcheil of flallowell.
er
dence of Miss Emma M. Davis on High
was
Getchell of this city, his brother,
was
cut down last
ihe and Park streets,
funeral,
The night before a large
called home to attend the
Wednesday.
spent
of
years
family have for a number
limb from the tree broke off, crashing in:
here on the
the summer at their cottage
to the > lectric light wires and breaking
Condon shore.
them, and putting the street lights iA
that section as well as the lights in the
The Ford car stolen last Thursday
The Central
his home houses, out of commission
night from Albert ft. Morse at
located by Maine Power Co. had a crew of men on
on Congress street was later
the work in good season, and it was
at bandySheri If Frank. A. Littlefield
by its found that the tree was in such a bad
pomt and Saturday was recovered
condition that it was thought best to cut
The young man, who stole tye
owner.
When the electric light wires
but it down
car was on his way towards Bangor,
and fell they burned the grass on the lawns
was stucK in the mud at Sandypoint
The
of
the
two
or three nearby houses.
lie ha^
car.
was obliged to abandon the
men were working on the wires practinot been caught.
cally all day Thursday, and on removing
has the
It will
tree, which was a large one.
George C. Thompson of this city
taken the manigement of the Northport be greatly missed at that cornei.
This
picture theatre for the season.
AT THE Battery
Mr. and Mrs. Horweek he runs but two evenings, W edneswill ace Chadbourne and little child of Newhe
day and Thursday, but hereafter
arrived
Monday as guests
tonville, Mass.,
run four evnnings each week, Monday,
be- ot Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams and
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday,
ginning at 8 o’clock, and give one per- are occupying the Barnacle, one of the
formance. Norman L. < ottrell of this Pitcher cottages....Mr. and Mrs. Irviug
city will operate the picture machine. Steinhart of New Haven, Conn., have
Mr. Thompson has had experience with arrived for the season and are occupying
Bel- the Mayne Staye, the Sleeper cottage....
picture shows bol h in Augusta and in
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Ellis of Chelmsfast.
ford, Mass formerly of this city, have
The Boston Herald of a recent date in arrived at their cottage, whicjj they
referring to the Bowdoin College Com- bought last Beason of Mr. and Mrs.
mencement says in part: “The most sol- Selwyn Thompson ..Mra. James T. Sleep
emn feature of
the program was the er has gone to Auburndale, Mass., for
•warding of the A. B. degree to two of three weeks, to teach harmony in the
the class of 1917, who left college and American Institute of Narmal
Methods,
died over seas, Lieut. Frank Durham a course for music supervisors at Laselle
Hazeltine of Belfast and Capt Judson G. Seminary. Prof. Sleeper will spend the
Marielle of West Somerville, Mass.
summer at Camp Hanoum in Thelford,
Lieut. Hazeltine was the son of Mr. and Vt., where he is a counselor. Hia sister,
his
aud
Mrs. Ben Hazeltine of Belfast
Helen Joy Sleeper, who usually summers
death was among the first reported and at The Battery, will spend the season
of
the
awfulness
brought home to many
In the fall Prof.
with him at the Camp.
the World War.
Hazeltine Post, A. L.
Sleeper will go to Albany, N. Y., where
of H., is named in his honor.
he has a position....Rev. and Mrs. W. W.
Sleeper and son Prank will arrive hare
Troop IV of the Boy Scouts of the Bap- July 10th for the season ...Miss Marcia
tist church leave for Castine next Monday
of Philadelphia, who is at Camp
where they will enjoy their annual camp Wynn
Wilton for the season, was a recent guest
together. They will be under the superof Miss Margaret M. Craig, who is to
vision of the scoutmaster,Rev. George C.
spend her vacation here.
of
Troop
Sauer, assisted by Harold Kelley
HI. A well-appointed cottage has been
A STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL AND SUMsecured near the shore and a number
church
The
Unitarian
SALE.
of tents will be set up, and the camp MER
will be the centre of attraction
activities will be conducted under strict grounds
this, Thursday, afternoon when the ladies
discipline and much attention will be of
the Federated Churcti will have a mid
given to athletics and wood craft. The
sale and a strawberry festival
Since the summer
expenses are very moderate.
for the purpose of building a much needed
accommodations are ample, there is room
for several more boys of twelve years of porch on the Congregational parsonage
on
High street now occupied by Rev.
age, who are willing to subscribe to the
and family,
the
rules governing the camp. Application William F. Skerrye
the Unitarian Alliance will have
should be made at once. A meeting of ladies of
an
the boys and their leaders will be held in charge of the food sale, which means
Mrs.
the Boys Room at the church Friday abundance of the best of quality
of
the
is
chairman
George I. Keating
evening.
committee and will be assisted by Mrs.
Clement W. Wescott, Mrs. Ben Hazel
tine, Mrs. E. P. Brown, Mrs. Stephen S.
L. Shute and Mrs. Fred A. Johnsoo. The
a
strawberry table, including strawberry ice
cream will be in charg of Mrs. Raymond
R. Sherman, and Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker.
The fancy work table, which includes
bags, baskets, luncheon sets for porch or
cottage use, etc., will be under the direc
tion of Miss Bertha A. Wiley, Mrs. Mar(Delivered Daily)
ion E. Brown and Miss Charlotte M. TibThe
-ALSO FOR SALEbetts of the North Church Guild.
ladies- o. the North Church Circle will
furnish the aprons and other useful artiFor Storage Batteries and
cles at the table in charge of Mrs. Ada R.
Medicinal Purposes.
Wiley and Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker. The

$2.50 Quality Fine Shirts, each,
Men’s Blue Overalls and Frocks, each,

lorn,

Good Quality White Handkerchiefs, 12 for

29c

Nice Silk'Four-in-Hand

27c

For

Pure

Healthy Drink Try

HIGHLAND

SPRING WATER
distilled water
CHARLES R. DECROW

Tel. 291-12

Belfast, Maine

function
and visitors in Belfast and vicinity will
find a cordial welcome. The sales open
at three o’clock.
location is ideal for

a

summer

Hats,

Men’s Soft

lations.

95®

$1.95 and $2.95

each

95°
95c

$6.95

Boys’ Suits, sizes 8 to 18 years,
Boys’Suits,
Men’s

Suits,

Men’s Nice

dfnd

$8.95
4.95

sizes 4 to 7 years,

$14.95, 16.95, 19.95, 24.95, 29.95,
Values up to
$35.00
3.95

Quality Raincoats

Men’s Khaki

1.25, 1.45,

Pants, per pair,

Boys’ Khaki Knickers,

5.95
1.95
95c

and

7 to 18 years, per

pair,

Men’s Pants at very low

prices.
Before buying anywhere Men’s
See

our

or

Boys’ Suits

or

Furnishings

unusual values.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.
us

July bids fair to rival June, whicn gave
20 stormy days out of 30

Capt. Ralph W. Pattershall, who owns
the lot of land which contains the cellars
of the store and the McCrillis house between the roads leading from the Memorial bridge, has planned as soon as possible to grade it and make an attractive
Sevgreen in this conspicuous location.
eral have offered to assist him and now it
is suggested that the work be done this,
Thursday, and all who are interested are
These are
cordially invited to assist
busy times with Capt. Pattershall and he
will appreciate the assistance.

The

\

Host famous
PdlTOt

in dll

GRINNELL INN AT SEARSPOhT is now open, and
the new bridge is also open Twenty minutes to Searsport. Meals at all hours. Dancing with Victrola and
piano any time.

Histoiy I

Dinner or luncheon for small or large parties served at
short notice. Ices and soft drinks. Telephone your
order and eat when you arrive. European plan, paying onlv for what vou order.
GRINNELL INN, FORMERLY SEARS FORT E C l SI

positively
will appear
in person at

this theatre
at an early date

You

This is The Season For

want to see

he's

this bird
over

dUU years old

Hear him Screech in,

ROBINSON CRUSOE

*

Winterport

Libby’s._

I

Ties, 2 for

Boys Caps, 2 for

j

Smith,

95c

Men’s and Boys’ Good Quality Caps, each

14c

CORNER.

95®
1.95
95®

each,

Men’s

BERT L. DAVIS
%

95o

.

Men’s Dress Shirts in Percale and Madras,

Lead in
Adventure Film

You’ll see them all in the Universal
version of the universally beloved Daniel
Defoe story of adventure which has been
produced in eighteen chapters called The
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe,” the
first of which shows at
the Colonial
Theatre every Saturday commencing
July 15
Each famous character was chesen
with the strictest attention to two dis
tinct qualifications—his physical resemblance to the Defoe character and his
ability as an actor. The result is that
each player seems to have stepped from
the pages of the adventurous novel to
further fascinate readers.
Harry Myers, famous as “The Connecticut Yankee,” carries the role of
Crusoe with all the dash, love of adventure and vitality that made the original hero popular the world over. Gertrude Olmstead, winner of a beauty conAn interested person counted on the test, plays the leading feminine role.
husiness section of the streets last Satur- Percy Pembroke, formerly featured in
day night seventy autos
This did not Universal Westerns, plays an important
include those in the vicinity of the Court "heavy” role as Crusoe’s friend. Josef
House.
Swickard takes the part of Crusoe’s
Gertrude Cl ire is cast as CruA general alarm was rung in it 2 p. m. father,
soe’s mother, and Noble Johnson plays
WednesWy for a lire in the{John F. Rog- the
part of the faithful Friday.
ers' building on Main street, caught from
an oil stove on the third floor occupied
by
CITY POINT
Carl Harford, wife and two children
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Bailey of BosThe entire llat was in (lames when dis
covered. JThe second! llat occupied by ton arrived Monday and were guests at
Mr. Rogers was injured by water.
The the Bailey home over the 4th
ell out was rung in at 2.45.
Mrs. Stella Morine and three children,
and Pearl, are guests at
George C. Thompson, who Ins been oc- Philip, Dorothy
the home of her brother, Walter Darres.
cupying a part of the Barker house on
Church street several years, has bought
Mrs. Ellen Shorey attended the graduathe Julia G. Ferguson place on upper tion exercises at C stine recently and was
High street and will move there with his the guest of Mr. at d Mrs. Charles (Jlark.
wife and two little sons.
Mrs. Ferguson
Mrs. O. E. Clay and her son, Basil
and Miss Louise H. Ferguson have taken Newell, are taking a camping trip through
in
rooms
the B. H. Conant house on Maine.
Mr Newell has a Ford car to
Church street and are moving there this use for his summer trip.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark of Castiue
The Democratic campaign in Waldo and grandson, Roger Danforth, arrived
County will open in Belfast, Saturday, by automobile last week for a visit with
of Gardner L. Hatch and with
August 5, with a bigratification meeting, the family
to be held at the Armory. The speaking Mr and Mrs R. H. Mosher,
Dorothy Shorey arrived from Portland
will commence at 2 30 and the speakers
will be Hon. William R Pattangall, can- last week to spend the summer with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Shodidate for Governor, Hon. Leon O. Tib
Her mother, Mrs Theodore Shorey,
betts, candidate for Representative to rey.
and returned to Portland
Congress, Hon Carter B. Keene of Wash- accompanied her
a few days’ visjt
after
ington, D. C.
Lady speakers will be Mrs.
Walter Darres, who for the past two or
W. R. Pattangall of Augusta and Mrs.
Charles Creighton of Thomaston, Vice three years has run a lumber mill at the
Chairman of the Democratic State Com- board landing, and has lived here, has
moved his mill to Saturday Cove, Northmittee, Belfast Band will furnish music.
port, and will work there during the sumMrs. Wm. J Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, mer.
We are glad to know that Mr. Darwho is spending the summer here, enter
res’ family will continue their residence
tained the Monday Night Auction club here, and that he will drive to and from
last Thursday afternoon at the home of his work when possible.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman G. Swift, Cedar
Dr. and Mrs. John Holmes of Manches! street, where she is boarding. Luncheon ter, N H three children and nurse, who
was served at noon in the
dining room have been taking a vacation trip by autothe attractive table decorations including mobile and have been the guests of his
hmrtpainted place cards imported from mother in Belfast and of Mrs. Holmes’
China.
The afternoon was spent with patents in Castine, have spent a few
auction, the prizes of handkerchiefs be
days at the homes of Dr. Holmes’ brothing won by Mrs. Charles H. Walden and' ers, Fair and Gay Holmes, during their
M
Mrs. Albert
Carter. Since coming to trip. They will return to Manchester
Belfast Mrs. Colburn has been the guest this week.
of honor at auction parties given by Mrs
1'he following from a Lynn, Mass., pa
Albert M. Carter and Miss Charlotte W. ppr will interest the friends of Bradbury
Colburn, Miss Annie M. Bean, Mrs. Al- Staples, son of Arthur Staples, who as a
bert C Burgess, Mrs. William B. Swan, child spent several summers here at the
Mrs. William E Kotman and Miss Maude home of his grandfather, the late Beverly
Gammans.
Staples:
•‘Bradbury C. Staples, a well known
Major Arthur L. Thayer of Bangor the
man of this city, is a member of
chairman of the Maine Industrial Acci- young
the “Dancing Whirl” Company which
dent Commission, assigned the following
will appear at Lowe’s Orpheum, Boston,
local cases which were heard Wednesday,
the coming week. This company is comJuly 5th, in the Municipal Court room in
with the New England circuit, a
the city building before the full commis- pleting
40 weeks’ transcontinental tour, and have
sion: Adrian Bridges versus Cyr Brothers
also played the larger cities of Canada.
Company and the Travelers' Insurance It will end the season the last of this
to
determine month in New York City. Mr. Staples
Cbmpany, insurers; petition
the extent of permanent impairment;
will spend the summer months in New
Aldus
versus
the
Consumers'
Raymond
York perfecting new dances and musical
Fuel Company and the Maryland Casualfeatures for an association with one of
ty Company, insurers; petition to deter- largest musical comedy productions that
mine the extent of permanent impairwill be seen in New York next season."
ment; Charles M. Wood versus Leonard
& Barrows and the American Mutual Liability Insurance Company, insurers; pe- WHITE’S
I tition to determine the extent of permaMiss Edna Conant is visiting her sister,
! nent impairment.
Mrs. W. E Hebard, in Chester* Mass.
Ralph II. Howes, president of the BelErnest Libby of Melrose, Mass is at
fast Chamber of Commerce, who was inthe home of his unc'e, C. H. Libby, for
strumental in securing the great conven
the summer vacation.
lence of daily mails on ihe Boston steamHarold Littlefield and family of Bangor
ers of the Eastern Steamship Liues, Inc.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Smith of Brewer were
He also
urges all to use this service.
in town for a few days recently.
suggests that Belfast people doing busi
Hubert Hall of the village is at G. H.
ness in Boston urge the latter to patron
York’s and, assisted by S. L. Ritchie of
ize th; boat service when tilling the or
Monroe, is painting his buildings.
ders.
The steamers will take the mail
Miss Laura Bickford who has been
every day including Sundays, as they
teaching in Drew for the past year, is at
started on their daily trips last Sunday, her home for the summer months.
Belfast will have the convenJuly 2
Mrs. Carrie Croxford and her little
ience of a Sund iy morning mail as well
granddaughter, Verita Nealey spent the
as a mail out Sunday night,
as long as
weekend with C. H. Libbv, and family.
the boats run on the summer schedule
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett accompaMail must be in the Belfast Post Oflice
nied Wayman Kenney and party to Banby 4.20 in the afternoon. As the last gor, June 27lh, to attend Riugling’s cirtrain out leaves at 1.10, the mail closing
cus.
at 12 30, the extra time allowed by havMr. and Mrs. Frank Lowe of the village
ing the mail go on the Boston steamers and Mr. and Mrs. Will Folsom of Massawill be a great convenience to business
chusetts were entertained recently by C.
people.
B. Jewett and family.
Mr. and Mrs Frescott Robbins of AuMr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury gave a
gusta and Mrs. Ballard of Vassalboro
very delightful party Sunday evening at were
guests two days last week at Mr.
the ‘Rest Awhile" cottage on Allyn
nd Mrs C. H.
street near the shore.
The guests were
also at the Bradbury home for a short
KNOX-YOUNG.
time, where a musical program, including
vocal solos by Mrs. Basil R. Allen, wa,s
Russell C. Knox and Miss Beulah E.
enjoyed. The shore dinner menu included Young were married at 3 30 p. m. Wednesa good supply of Islesboro clams, steanf
diy at the residence of the bride’s paed, and augmented by an.abundance ot rents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Young, Con
The table decorations,
delicious food.
Rev. George C. Sauer of
gress street.
favors, and place cards were in red,|white the Baptist church officiated with the
The bride wore a
and blue, with joker caps and horns in the single ring service.
same colors and were a pleasing feature.
blue Canton crepe gown and was attendFire-works closed the evening’s program. ed by Miss Ella Katherine Beach. The
The friends motoring down from Bangor groom was accompanied by his brother,
were Miss Cunningham, Mr. Wm. David,
Randall Knox. They left on the afterMr. and Miss Carroll, who are at present noon boat for Camden and after a short
playing in their stock company there, Mr. trip will return to their new home on
Cratty and son Reginald of the Penobs- Union street. The bride is a merfiber of
cot Exchange, Mr. and Mrs. Charles the B. H. S. class of 1921, is a popular
Stearns of the Bijou Theatre. The Bel- pianist and a member of the Baptist
fast friends preseut were Mr. and Mrs. church and its allied societies. The groom
Frederick G. Spinney, Capt. and Mrs.
is employed in Leonard, Stevens Co.’s
Basil R,
Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Henry factory. Their friends extend congratu-

MEN S SUSPENDERS

SuitsWwU

UNIVERSAL

95®

IVen’s Fine Quality Hose, 4-

Harry Myers Plays

Friday only

Ladies’ Hose 14c
Men’s Bal
QQa
Union

A

Six limit

Hose

•

,

Very Best Full Cut Work Shirts, in blue, khaki, black, each 950
Men’s Cheaper Grade Work Shirts in blue only, 2 for
$1.45

Linen

Collars

95®
95®
95®

Men’s

//v

BLUE WORK
SHIRTS

Buy

Men’s Good

Men’s Dress
£ hirts 89c

10c.

Clothiers.

Quality Summer Underwear, 2 for
Men’s Athletic or Knit Union Suits, splendid value, each,

SUIT ~$12.95
Men’s Cotton

S*

•

FRED T. CHASE
Telephone 34-11

25 Main Street
CITY OF

BELFAST

Molmess Edwards

Notice to Contractors

BUSINESS
AS USUAL
trusted employee fails
you and steals merchandise, cash or securities, it
may prove a severe blow
to your business.
If

a

'HARTFORD
FIDIL11Y

BONDS

provide restitution for such
losses. Business proceeds as
No other restitution
usual.
the thief can
is available
seldom pay

ORRIN J, DICKEY
INSURANCE
BELFAST,

MAINE.

Jamestown
Ask
us

ver

handle.

Telephone 224*5.

,w27

The

pattern is made

in Sterling Silver Inlaid, also
Holmes &
Edwards XIV
HE quality.
All pieces in
the new Lustre
Gray Finish. For sale by

pairs of seasoned pine heading;
also heading machinery and one 48 inch
Simona saw.
If you are looking for a good farm call
G. L. SLIPP
or write
13w27)
Belfast, Me.
Tel. 117 11.

side*

The

j amestown

8,000

About 20 acres wood’.lot, located in Northport, nerr Bay-

Inlaid.

quality that puts
sterling silver at
the wearing points
back of bowl and

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

to ex-

plain Sterling Sil-

"BARREL HEADING

—

Our Prevention and Indemnity
Against Loss Service is a busiA letter or
ness stabilizer.
’phone call will bring full particulars.

Silverware

Sealed bids for the construction of a new
school buildine in the City of Belfast will be |
received at the City Treasurer’s Office, City
Building, Belfast, Maine, up to 11 o’clock in
the forenoon August 5, 1922, and at that time
will he opened publicly,
plane, specifications and instructions to bidders may be obtained at the office of the City
Treasurer in Belfast, Maine, and at the office
of Kilham. Hopkins ai d Greeley, Architects,
9 Bark Street, Boston, Msssachuselts.
A certified check for $1,000, payable to the
City of Belfast, shall accompany each bid.
The City of Belfast does not obligate itself
to accept the loweet or auy other bid
Dated thie third day of July, A. D. 1922.
Per order of the City Council of Citv of BelC H AS. S. B1CK FOR L>.
City Clerk.
5w27

H. J. LOCKE & SON
Miia A via Harqutil vi»ited her mother
Edna Harquail, in Caatine duriaf
graduation week at the E. S. N. S. Thar
arrived at their home here June 23rd.
Mra.
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Meeting of Waldo County W.C.T.U. j
Mr* Matia
The Waldo County W. C. T. U. held its \ been spending

39th annual convention in the Grange
Hall, South Montville, June 23. Although
the day waa very cloudy and the roada
imps enable in places, due to the previous
week of heavy rains, there was a goodly
number of loyal White Ribbon workers
present All the Uaions were represented
except Monroe.
The convention opened at 11.15 a. m.p
with County President Annie Mae Frost
of Belfast presiding. The roll call found
three county officers and two county
superintendents present. The printed
program as prepared by the county president waa accepted as the order of the day
subject to necessary changes. The following committees were appointed by the
chair: Pages, Avis and Edith Harding;
courtesies, Mrs. Frances Howes and Mrs.
Greta Ramsay; credentials, Mrs. Annie
B. Aborn, Mrs. Greta Ramsay and Mrs.
Ethel Adams; resolutions, Rev. E. E. Harrison, Mrs. Altnea Quimby, Mrs. Pearl
Richardaon; finance, Mrs. Eunice Ellis,
Ethel Adams, Mrs. Georgie Harding.
Fraternal greetings in behalf of the
hostess union were voiced by Mrs.
Frances Howea and graciously responded
Greetings from
to by Mrs. Etta Do'liff.
the State President were received'with
much pleasure.
Voted that a meaaage of loving loyal
greetings be sent to our National President. This waa manifested by a riaing
vote. Voted to extend congratulations
to our State President for the splendid
honors so recently bestowed upon her,
that of Master of Arts from Bites College, and also an ordained local Methodist
minister.
Secretary'* report given ana accepiea
with thanks. County Supta. report* a*
follows: Flower mission and relief work,
lira. Annie M. Froat, Belfast; scientific
temperance instruction, Mrs. May Curry,
Knox.
Remarks from State President urging
the Unions to take up this line of work
Mrs.
more thoroughly in the schools.
Ruby Berry was appointed by the chair
to take charge of the literature table.
Noontide prayer was voiced by State
president. The ladies of South Montville
had prepared a bountiful dinner and all
present showed their appreciation by doof
ing full justice to same. A meeting
the executive committee was called to
order at 1 30 p. m by county president.
After prayer by Mrs. Etta Dolliff, the
following superintendents were nominated and later elected by the convention:
Evangelistic, Miss Eda Woodbury.
Flower Mission and Relief Work, Mrs.
Annie Mae Frost
Memorial, Mrs. Etta Dolliff.
S. T. L, Mr*. May Curry.
Parliamentary Usage Institutes, Mrs.
Sadie H. Bates.
Sabbath Observance, Miss S. A. Mansur.
Fairs and Systematic Giving, Mrs. Evelyn Twombly.
Literature, Mrs. Greta Ramsay.
Christian Citizenship, papers and press,
Mrs. Della Nealey.
Child Welfare, Mrs. Georgie Harding.
Sunday School, Mrs. Pearl Richardson.
Red Letter Days, Mr*. Annie Conant.
Y. P. B., Mr*. Lizzie Haskell.
L. Y. L., Mrs. Cora Vose Morse.
Temperance and Mission, Mrs. Persis
Stevens.
Voted to recommend the coming of
Miss Charlotte Fraser of New York,
National Director in Americanization
Dept, during her itinerary in Maine in
October.
The convention proper was called to
order at 2 p. m. and memorial services
conducted by Mrs Etta Dolliff. Music,
“Stand up for Jesus,” Scripture reading
from St. Jamea. One member only who
has passed to the higher life, Mrs. Edith
Bryant from Knox union. Music, “The
Home Over There.” Prayer.
Reports of local Supta. taken up as follows: Mr*. Annie Mae Frost, Belfast;
Mrs. Carrie Erskine, Knox; Mrs. Frances
Howes, South Montville; Mrs. Etta Dolliff, Jackson. A pretty little White-Ribbon Recruits exercise in charge of Mrs.
Quimby, as follows: Tying a white ribbon
on the arm of each child, prayer and
music. “Jewe.s.”
Rev. Mr. Hooper was introduced and
made inspiring remarks in regard to the
good work of the W. C. T. U.
Music, "Signal Steam for the Trio
Team."
Brothers C. M. Howes, James Ramsay,
and Mrs. Harrison were introduced and
responded with fitting remarks The
credentials committee r ported and tellers were appointed as follows:
Distributing tellers, Mrs. Doliilr and
Mrs. Howes.
Counting tellers, Mrs. Erskims and Mrs.

appreciation.
Solo, Mrs.

Resolutions
Anna Shure.
read by Mrs. Pearl Richardson
were
which were accepted and placed on record. All unfinished business was left
with the executive committee.
Much credit is due the ladies of the
South Montville Union for the delicious
dinner served, and the beautifully decorated ball and dining room where the
yellow and white color scheme was well
carried out
The convention closed with singing,
"Cod be with you till we meet again,"
and benediction.

MRS. AN Nil B. ABORN,
Cor. Secretary
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Wadlin of Belfist
in town
a few days

bsve
with

Wolfendon of Beverly,
recently passed a week with his
daughter, Mrs. Ervin Sheldon.
Mr.
Mass

William

School in the Cross neighborhood, so
called, Mra. George Dow, teacher, closed
recently. Audrey Sheldon, Sylvia Sheldon, George Sheldon, Keith Cross, Raymond CrosB, Elson, Haroid and Robert
Blood were not absent a day during the
Walter Walton missed one day on
term.
The primary school
account of sickness.
at the village, Miss Jessie Young, teachScholars not aber, closed a week ago.
sent or tardy during the spring term:
Velma Blodgett, Erlan Brown, Alice
Rowe, Estber Clark, Avis Blodgett, Juanita White.
Absent but one half day:
Erlan
Edna Clark, John Meaervey.
Brown haa not been absent a day during
the year: Juanita White two days and
Velma Blodgett but three days for the
_

Brina Pendleton and daughter
Alice, have arrived at their summer home
Mrs.

here.

ard’s for tbe summer.

themselves

John Curtis and family, also Will Ravin and family took an auto trip to Aroostook county recently.

was

the
The
“Perseverance” club of Montville.
boys and girls enjoyed a happy afternoon
at the pleasant home of tue local leader.
Mrs. Myra Carter.

invited June

i

to

24th

meet

with

Mrs. Anna Bucklin, who is in Dr. Tapley’s Hospital, Belfast, is reported as get-

She had a very compliting along well.
cated operation and at first, hopes of recovery were slight. Her many friends
unite in wishing her a speedy recovery.

Mrs. Carl L.
this writing.

Adams is quite sick at

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Dickey are
in Portland and Boston.

visiting

^
Russell Colby is making a fine recovery from a serious surgical operation.
Mrs. C. M. Howes entertained Mrs.
Quimby, State president of the Vv. C. T.
U
while here in attendance on the
County meeting.

Tbe big reputation of Tanlac has been
made by doing what other medicines
failed to do. Read & Hills.
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You Smile
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by

Estate of Annie M. Grout, late of Belfast.
First and final account presented for allowance by Emma E. Small, executrix.

SOL0BYDRllGG!SI5F^‘M«Hlr
I

FOR SALE
Lout

once

second Band

parloi

and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN

McKEEt\.

FOR SALE
Some Boat Bargains:
Two !6-fo«t Motor Boats; one doubleend Peapod; two Skiff Tenders (new); one
13-foot Rowboat (Peapod); two secondhand Dories.
Prices way down.
GEO. M. GRAY, Belfast, Me.
59 High St.
24tf

Estate of Isabella Morse, late of BelfastFust and final account presented for allowby Anustte Bryant, administratrix.
Estate of Chandler W. Ellis, late of Prospect. First and .final account presented for
j allowance
by Lee A, Ellis, administrator.
Estate of Sarah F. McCobb, late of Lincolnvilie. hi.st account presented for allowance
by Herbert McCobb, administrator.
Estate of John M. Brawn, late of Palermo.
! First and ti al account presented for allowance
by Willis W. Washburn, administrator.
Estate of John F. Paine, late of Searsmont.
First and final account presented for allowance by Emma M. Paine, executrix.
•
Estate of Henrietta M. Luce, late of Belfast.
We wish to inform the public that w« Second account
presented for allowance by
are doing business all the time and if yot,
Fred T. Chase, trustee.
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
Estate of nnna Piper, late of Monroe. Pewe would be pleased to talk with
tition of Clement W, Wescott, administrator
you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
with the will annexed, for determination of
collateral inheritance tax.
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Estate of Anna Piper, late of Monroe. Final
Roomj2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.
account presented for allowance by Clement
tf!7i
W. Wescott, administrator with the will annexed.
m

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

neuralgia*

ance

Special Notice

or

pain from

any other cause,

try

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
or two and the pain stops
Contain no habit-forming drugs.
Have you tried Dr. Miles’ Nervine?
A.ok your Itruyuiot
_

One

Dr. M.C. Stephenson
DENTIST
MNSONIC TEMPLE.

K0OM 3

_

Have you been overeating of rich and indigestible foods,
Eating too fast, without
too much pastry or sweets?
chewing your food properly, or eating when overtired and
unable to digest?
If so. reform your habits, but don’t try to drag through
the day feeling blue and grouchy;—get a bottle of “L.r.
Atwood’s Medicine and take a dose to assist Nature to get

digestive

I i

|

Bangor Shrinera who are looking backwards with pleasant recollections to the
recent ceremonial of Anah Temple are
anticipating with pleasure the approaching visit of the imperial potentate at a
date sometime in August, at which time
Aleppo Temple of Boston will hold a
field day in connection with Anah and
Kora Temples.
A number of Shriners
who missed the recent ceremonial festivities are planning to come to Bangor for
the visit of the imperial pote and the event promises to be an elaborate one.
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reasonable prices, delivered
without charges.

W’altham,

Those who are in a “run down” condition will notice that Catarrh bothers them
•much more than when they are in good
health. This fact proves that while Catarrh is a local disease, it is greatly influenced
constitutional
conditions.
by
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is a
Tonic and acts through the iftood upon
the mucous surfaces of the body, thus
reducing the inflammation and assisting
Nature in restoring normal conditions.
All Druggists.
Circulars free.
P. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

storv's mighty short;
I just can’t tell his mother; it’d crush her
poor oi’ heart;
An’ so I reckoned, parson, you might
break the news to her—
Bill’s in the legislatur’, but he doesn’t

iI

;*g«

yard

Hall’s Catarrh Medicine

SOUTH IWONTVILLt.

rocky road.
But never once im 1 ined he would bow
my head in s ,ame.
An’ in the dust’d waller his ol’ daddy’s
honored name.
He writes from out in Denver, an’ the

We have

June 23rd.

The “Uncle Sam” Club of Knox

nuns

SHINGLES

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Richardson were
Mrs. Ida Foster and Miss Florice D.
in Lowell, Mass., recently, called there Foster have returned to their home for
Warren.
Althea
of
Mrs.
death
the
by
Miss Blanche Fosthe summer months.
Miss Anna Penney has gonp to Marble- ter arrived home last week from Bangor
head, Mass., to care for her sister, Mrs. where she taught in the grade schools the
Esther Connors, who is very sick with past year.
pneumonia.
Three of our young people were graduMr. and Mrs. Frank Haskell of Ports- ated last month from Maine Central InI
stitute, Miss Irma Davis, daughter of Mr.
| mouth, N H. were in town recently
called here by the critical illness of Mrs. and Mrs. Everett Davis; Miss Arlene
Bucklin.
Haskell’s mother, Mrs. Anna
Hunt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hunt
son
of
Mr.
and Ronello Reynolds,
B.
Annie
Mrs.
Mrs. Pearl Richardson,
Miss Davis
and Mrs. Wilbur Reynolds.
Mrs.
May
Aborn, Mrs. Georgia Harding,
had the honor of giving the valedictory
Curry, Mrs. Nellie Lanphej and Mrs. and Mr. Reynolds was class president and
Gertrude Swett attended the annual congave the address to undergraduates.
vention of the W. C. T. U. at So. Mont-

ville,

Keif* jmdcsjlhuj.

^jiteotH^Bowne

last week.

of

8?|

Sal. S’ot

J

Many of the people here attended the

Jennison,

com:

J

Henry Haley left June 14 for Seal Harbor where he has employment.

John

I

Scott’s Emulsion

Mrs. Edmund Dockham of Sullivan is
the Guest of relatives here.

Mrs.

III*

'[SUMMER
COLDS]
usually

Mass., has been spending a few weeks
D. E Bradford and Pearl Berry have with hersmother, Mrs. Daniel Dockham,
who is seriously ill.
each bought a Ford truck.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward, and Miss H.
did
The heavy rains of the past week
K. Mardeh were in Sandypoint June 23,
much damage to crops and roads.
to attend the closing of exercises of the
Mrs. Pauline Hunt and children of Grammar School.
Mrs.
Clifford is an
K.
E.
Leonat
are
and her class “did
Washington, D. C.,
efficient teagher,

reason.

your

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clements and
family visited at the home of George
Clements Sunday, June 25tb.

and Mrs. Walter Vogel have re
cently visited Mrs. Vogel’s parents, Mr
and Mrs. Wm. Rainey.

Chas. Jenkins of Monroe is moving to
the Norton farm.

(.hcerfuIncssandRcstXonta®
neither Opium.Morphut
Narcotic

• 'Estate of Emma A Dyer, la»e of
Searipoit,
who had been calling so
James P Nichols cf Searsport appointed adsee
to
last
ministrator June 13, A. I>. 1922,
frequently on H len came at
Helen's father. Finally the suitor made
Estate of M Helen Morrell, late of Wjoter.
this announcement: ‘‘It’s a'mere formalPage of Portland up pointed
port. Edith M
To all persons interested in either ol the administratrix
for
de bonis non, June 13, A D
asking
I
this
your
ity,
know, sir,
hereinafter
named:
estates
would
it
1922.
we
but
thought
daughter’s hand,
be pleasing to you if it were observed in
Estate of Levi S. Huff, late of Burnham.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
granted.
Gf; ce E Huff of Burnham appointed adminis*
the usual way.
for the County of Waldo, on the accord TuesELLERY BQWDEN Judge.
Helen’s father stiffened.
day of June, in the year of our Lord one trix June 13. A. D. 1922.
Attest:
A true copy.
Estate of Alonzo Bacon. late of Unity. Ea*
“And may I inquire,” he askedS “who thousand nine hundred and twenty-two. The
R. Johnson. Register.
been presented for
telle 1*. Larrabee of Pittsfield appointed ad*
suggested that asking my consent to following matter* having
the sction thereupon hereinafter indicated, it 1 ministratnx June 13, A. D. 1922.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at Helen’s marriage was a mere formality?” ; is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
Estate of George W. Pattershall, late of
“Yes, sir,” replied the young man. “It to all persons interested by causing a copy of
B♦•lfast, in vacatio or the 15th day of June,
Effie E. .Pattershall of Belfast ap*
Belfast
was Helen’s mother.’’—Toledo Blade.
1922
Annie S. Davis, administratrix of the
this order to be published once a week for
pointed administratrix June 13, A, D. 1922.
estate of Arnold H Davis, Ute of Freedom,
thr#e weeks successively before tho second
Estate of Fi'ed J Fames, late of Mocktoa
in said County, deceased, having presented
Tuesday of July, A. L>, 1922. in The ReJacob F. Fames *.f >car*port apher first and final account of administration
publican Journal, a newspaper published and Springs.
d administrator June 13, A. L>. 1922.
of said estate for allowance.
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they point*
Estate of Webber K. Siimpson, lata of
may aftpear at a Probate Court to be held at
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Grace M. Tasker of Brooks appoint,
Brooks
weeks successively ir The Republican Journal,
a trail of
leave
said
in
at
ten
of
A.
D.
1922.
ed
administratrix June 13, A. D. 1922.
in
Belfast,
a
July,
Tuesday
newspaper published
o'clock,
in the foienoon, and be heard thereon if they
Estate of Hattie K. Condon, late of Belfast,
County, that all persons interest* d may at
weakness. Build up on
see cause.
tend at a Probate Court, to be held at Beltast.
Asapn F Condon of Belfast appointed adminon the 11th day of July next, and show c us“,
istrator June 13. A. D. 1922.
John Colby,
late of Mon^ville, deceased.
if any they have, why the s*id account should
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
Estate of Gilbert Chase Levsnselier, lata of
not be allowed.
letters testamentary islue to Wayland A Hall j Waldo.
Charles A. Levanseller ot Waldo apELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
and John L. Colby, they being the execntois
and
j pointed administrator June 13, A l>. 1922.
Attest:
A true copy.
It
said
named therein.
Petition
presented
by
Estate of Sarah J. Littlefield, late of Waldo.
Chas E Johnson, Register.
adds
Wayland A. Hall.
Annie B. Warden of Waldo appointed adminj
Herbert M. Meader.late of Belmont, dec^asAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
istratrix, with the will annexed, June 13.A.I).
to the body.
1 ed.
Will and petition for probate thereof and
1922
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
that
issue
to
Charles
H
letters
testamentary
Estate of Eizadah D Carr, late of BunJune, A D. 1922.
It builds up resistance!
named
therein
he
the
executor
being
Meader,
ham
Mary W. Dodge of Pitt field appointed
Mary W. Dodge of Pittsfield, executor of the
"
that
and presents said petition.
Bloomfield. N.
Application
in
executrix
June 13, A. D. 1922.
late
of
Burnham,
will of Elzadah D, Carr,
no bond be required from said executor is consaid County of Waldo, deceased, having pre
Estate
of
Thomas
K. Pentecost, late of
tained in the petition for probate thereof.
sented a petition praying tha. slje may be
Montville. Mabel E Pentecost
appointed exeoIsrael W*. Parker, late of Belfast, deceased,
trix June 13, A. 1). 1922
licensed to sell and convey certain real estate
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
^
belonging to said deceased and described in
Estate ot Charles P Hatching kteotFree*
letters testamentary is*ue to Nellie S. Fletchsaid petition. The same also being the request
dum. Wilbert H. McLsughlin <//>eedi)m apexecutrix
named
said
therein.
of five of the heirs at law of
er, she being co executrix
pointed executor June 13, A L). 19*2.
Sarah May Parker, the other executrix named
and the proceeds therefrom distributed to
Estate of George F Gilmore, late of Belfast.
those who are entitled by law to receive the
therein, having deceased. Application that no
Edith A. Danferth of Belfast appointed execubond be required from said executrix is conAs by R. S. of Maine 1916, Chap. 76,
same.
D. 1922.
1. Par. 10.
tained in the petition for probate thereof, Pe- tux June 13, A,
Estate of Charles Vinal Crockett, late of
a
line
tion presented by said Nellie S. Fletcher.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give nonce
M
Eliza
Crocnett of Northport
Northport.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Charles N. Black, late of Belfast, deceased.
on Primrose street
in our
appointed executrix June 13, A. 1). 1922.
this ordei to be published three weeks sucPetition that Geo-ge F. Black of Belfast, or
Estate of Etta M. Ca»ey, late t-f i?*ar*port.
cessively in the Republican Journal, a news- at
some other suitable person may be appointed
Kunnells of Searsport appointed
Petition pre- Lillian G
paper published a' Belfast, that they may apadminist ator of said estate.
executrix June 13, A. D. 1922.
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
sented by said George F. Black, brother and
of
the
8th
day
within and for said County, on
heir-at law of said deceased. Application that
Estate of Jennie L. French, late of Boston, in
August, A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock beno bond be repuired from said aiimi. istrator is
the Commonwealih of Massacnusetls. Charted
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
for
in
the
thereof.
contained
F. Hutchinson of Boston appointed executor
probate
petition
205
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
June 13, A. D 1922. John K. Dunton of BelL. Belle Mathews, latf- of Belfast, dectast-d.
be granted.
fast appointed agent.
Petition that Clyde B. Holmes or some other
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
Estate of Barton A. Ballou, late of Provisuitable person may be appointed administraA true copy, Attest:
tor of said estate.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register
Application that no bopd dence, R 1. The Rhode Island H< ital Truit
be required from said administrator is containCompany of Providence, in toe Mate of Khodl
ed in the petition for probate thereof. Petition
Island, appointed executor June. 13, A. Li. 1922.
The sub
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
John*K. Dunton of Belfast appointed agent.
Clara
sister
and
sole
been
has
A,
Morison,
presented by
scriber hereby gives notice that he
heir,-&t-)aw of said deceased.
Estate of David E. Seeking of Belfast Adelil
duly appointed administrator, of the estate of
Estate of Ozro Knight, late of Unity. Peti- F. Roberts of Milo, in the County of I’iscst*
DEWITT C. ABBOTT, late of Knox,
tion of Harriet Knight, widow, that an aliow- qjifj appointed conservator June 13.A.D. 192!
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
ancs may be made to her out of the personal
Mary C. Cobb, late of Searsmont. decease
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
estate of said deceased.
Petition that Ebenezer Cobb of Searsmont I
demands agairst the estate of said deceased
of
Annie
Estate
late
of
Belfast.
some other suitable person may be appoint*
M, Grout,
are desired to present the same for settlement,
Petit on pre*
Petitio of Emma E. Small, executrix, for de- administrator of said estate
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
1 termination of collateral inheritaice tax.
sented by ssid E >enezer Cobb, son and heir*
payment immediately.
Estate of.Abbie E. Simmons, listr* of Belfast. at law of said deceased.
JOHN D. ABBOTT.
Petition of Grace A Lord, administratrix, for
Knox. Me., June 13. 1922.
Estate of Emrna I). Wood of Burnham. Hr*
determination of collateral inheritance tax.
and final account presented for allowance by
James
sub
E, Wood, guardian.
The
Estate ot Rinaldo A. Carr, late of Palermo
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
f Waldo
Petition of Fred A, Fuller, administrator, that
scriber hereby gives notice that she has Deen
Dated at Belfast, in said County
the Judge of Probate may determine who are
and State of Maine this 2lith day of June,
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
entitled to saia estate and their respective A. D. 1922.
ABBIE H. ROIX, late of Belfast,
shares therein and order the same distributed
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
accordingly.
bonds as the law directs
All persons having
of
Sarah
Estate
F.
late
of
LincolnMcCobb,
demands against the estate of said deceased
Petition of Herbert McCobb, adminis
ville.
are desired to present the same for settlement,
<io aoiomt m
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
WHW1HC SMILE
j trator, that the Judge of Probate may determine who iw.entitled to said estate and the re(TV#*•••■
•'***£M
payment immediately
shares
therein
and
order
the
same
cons TIPA 710* casnaa^M
spective
ram
MOORE.
EDNA HOIX
distributed
accordingly.
Belfast. Me.. June 13. 1922.
Estate lof John M. Brawn, late of Palerm<
Did
Petition of Willis W.Washburn, administrator,
^ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The sub
that
the Judge of Prwb<te may determine who
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
is entitled to said estate and the respective
duly appointed administrator de bonis non of
shares therein and oidtr the same distributed
*'A smile a day
the estate of
accordingly.
Keeps the doctor away”
WILLIAM if. BLAKE. l»te of Freedom,
-r
Finest for sick headache,
Estate of Charles Meservey, late of Morrill.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
stomach, bilious liver, constipaPetition of Georgianna Curtis, under the for<en
ted
t
All
bowels.
persons having
bonds as the law directs.
Quick, don
mer name of Georgie Anna Thompson, one of
or gripe.
Take tonight for a
demands against the estate of said deceased
th'e trustees under the will of said Cbaries
smile.
morning
are desired to present the same for settlement
Meservey, that John R. Dunton of Belfast mayand all indebted thereto are requested tc
All Druggists
be appointed trustee to fill the vacancy caused
make payment immediately.
the decease of Samuel.Kingsbury..
by
FRANK W. JOHNSON.
Estate of Caroline J. Hunt, late of Liberty.
Freedom. Me., June 13, 1922
First and final sccouut presented for allowance
by Albert J. Skidmore, administrator.
Estate of Abbie E. Simmons, late of Belfast.
Second and final account presented for allowWhen you’re suffering from
ance
Grace A. Lord, administratrix.

Mr.

KNUX

from the path o’ right
to su~h an end
three
I told hun when he left us, only
short years ago,
He’d find himseif a plowin’ in a mighty
crooked row;
his
He’d miss his father’s counsels an
mother’s prayers, too;
he
But he srid the farm was hateful, an
guessed he’d have to go

J*«JN

j

Thcrchv Promoting

an

Should wander

notice

to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks succes- 1
sively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper I
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w-ithin
and for said County, on the 11th day of
July, A. D. 1922. at ten of the clock before
noon, end show cause, if a y they have, why j
the prayer of said petitioner should not be ;

Miss Hazel Hogan of Brooks visited at
Jasper Webber several days recently.

Frankfort,

proudly planned

seldom that I someHis letters
how sort o’knowed
rhat Billy was a trampin’ on a mighty

testamentary be issued to Helen Maria Duiworth of Pasadena, t aiifornia, the execu:r x
named therein, without giving bond, in accordance wiih the r* quest of said testator as

Mr, and Mrs. Arthur Smith visited at
the home of Lester Bailey June 25t.i.

at

breast.

came so

Belfast, within
a Probate Coirt, held at
and for the County cf Waldo, in vacation on
1922.
D
A.
the 16ih day of June,
A certain instrument, purported to be an
authenticated copy of the ia-t will and testaThomas
ment and the probate thereof of
George Dodworth. Ute f Pasadena. Gnunty of
of
d-ceased,
aiifornia,
S
ate
and
Loa Angeles
with pehaving been presented for probate
f said will may
tition praying that 'he c >pv
in
the
recorded
probate
and
filed
be allowed
County, and that letters
court of said Wa d

MONKOE CENTRE

F. H. S.

work.

j

At

Mrs.. Eugenia Rowling is working at
the Pendleton Dark Harbor store as book
Mrs. Lydia Clements and granddaughkeeper again this season.
ter Gladys have been spending a few days
with George Clements and family.
The long siege of rain which we had
here last week did considerable damage to
Miss Natalie Bowrie, who has been
the crops, flooding the gardens and washspending her vacation at Robert Kelley’s,
ing the soil and seeds completely away in returned to her home in Dorchester,
others.
Mass., recently.
Afternoon teas are to be given at the
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Felker have reIslesboro Free library every Saturday turned home from Bangor, where they
afternoon until the end of the season. It have been
teaching for the past year, and
is requested of every one to donate some- will
spend the summer at the home
thing to the rummage sale which will be place.
held July 8th.
The men in this vicinity are all busy on
A family and school picnic was given the road repairing the damages made by
in the Pendleton Primary and Grammar the recent heavy rain.
The roads are
schoolsTuesday, June,20, Sandwiches,pick- badly washed out in most places, also
les, cake,cookies,lemonade and ice cream some of the bridges. Many crops are very
The number of guests was nearly ruined.
w.re served.
not so great as expected,on account of the
weather, and refreshments were sent out
PROSPECT
to some shut ins in the neighborhood.
It is learned with regret that Supt. D,
W. Rollins has resigned as superintendent
of schools. Mr. Rollins has proved very
efficient in the discharging of his school
work and is liked very much by the
teachers who have served under him. We
wish him the best of success in his next

so

PROBur NO IKES

E. T. Gilbert hss been on the sick list
improving at present.

Cora Malia of Boston was the
guest of her parents, recently.

my

once
To think the boy whose future I had

IT

expressed in said instrument.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give

2

TROUBLE.”

son
got a letter, parson, from my
away out west,
An’ my ol’ heart is heavy as an anvil in

VapoRub
Over
Million Jan Utad Yearly

The graduation exercises of the Liberty High school were held at the church
Program:
Friday evening, June 30th.
Prayer, Rev. H. W. Abbott; baiutatory
aud
in
Maine
and essay on
peace
war,
Eva
Lloyd boynton; Class History,
Maine
of
Agriculture
Crockett; Eqpay,
Allen Colby; Music; Class Prophecy and
Will, Harry Crockett; Presentation of
Gifts, Doris Stickney; Valedictory, Mildred Higgins; Address, Rev. W. F. Skerrye, pastor of the Federated Church in
Belfast; Presentation of Diplomas, Albert Barnes, Supt. of schools; Benediction, Rev. H. W. Abbott.

IN

I've

often

VICKS
¥

but is

Mrs.

are

surprising relief.

ye-r.

ISLESBURO

M USCLES

games. A good massage
with Vicks often gives

Arthur Sprague and Claude Knowlton
were business visitors in belfast recently,

bury
daughter
recently to be present at the graduation
Mrs. Samuel Davey and daughter, Miss
of Linwood Woodbury from Tufts Dental Mary, who had been in Boston for the
College and to visit relatives.
winter, have arrived at their summer
home here.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan, family
and young lady friend, Marian Wright of
Mr. and Mrs. Spear, who have been
Wollaston, Mass., arrived recently and passing several days at one of the Morse
opened their summer home. Everybody cottages on the island, have returned to
is glad to welcome them back.
their home in Belfast

When you get up in the morning
dark brown taste in your mouth, your tongue furred,
there must be a
you feel headachey or nauseated,

IT NOT—*WHY NOT?

guest at the

a

“BILLY, Hb’S

Vacations
spoiled by soreness resulting from outdoor

| Ludwick

Fire, Liability,

Are You
and

Finer Morang is
home.

SORE

garage.

a

Mv. and Mrs. Charles Grinnell of ApMr. John Vickery Vstore was entered
callers in town one day reAbout JtO in cash and some pleton were
%
recently.
The thieves cently.
canned goods were taken.
been
had
who
■re pretty well located.
Mrs. Sarah Hibbert,
friends,
a week in Augusta with
Mrs. Lilia Pearson, Mrs. Emma Wood- passing
returned
home recently.
and
Leona went to Boston

-"S-—

with

L. F. Hurd is building
Mias

relatives.

Harding.

The following general officers were
elected:
County President, Mrs. Sadie H. Bates,
Sandypoint
County Secretary, Mrs. Annie B. Aborn,
Knox.
CountyfTreasurer, Mrs. Frances Howes,
South Montville.
The nomination of Vice President to be
left with County President, Mrs. Bates.
Upon suggestion of Mrs. Quimby convention voted to have the name of our
loved and esteemed retiring County President Mrs. Annie Mae Frost, placed on
the Book of Recognition at headquarters in Portland, as a mark of love and

LlbfcKTY.

MOKKILL.

Portland.

M.ioe

Whereas my wife, Etta Fowler, has
left me, this is to forbid all persons
trusting or harboring her on my account
as I shall pay no bills of her contracting
after thia date.
Searamont, June 19, 1922.
3w25*
MOSES A. FOWLER.

0

ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.*
A true copy of the original. Attest:
E.
CHAS.
JOHNSON, Register.
Notice is hereby given that the
following
appointments have been made by the Probate

Court, within and for the
State of Maine.

County

of Waldo and

Telephone 292-4

^__

Furnished Rooms

*]|0
TO LET with modern conveniences,
household furniture for sale.
MKS. J. J. 9S? st
o*
23 Washington
24tf
..

Concerning
Gasoline Power
ACCURATE

1\ oratory and

Summertime

uous

time! Off with stiff leathers; on
nithcool,comfortable canvas! Leisure
hours and Hood Shoes

are

fort and
tennis

natural

ing

roinp^rilons*

a

freedom

in

an extra set

the Lenox

growing young feet need the extreme
pliability of this most popular shoe,
especially built for cliildren.

his summer want

to wear

Oxford.

Sport

For those who love the

more stren-

for all-round

other outdoor game requirspecially built shoe.
or

The children, too, must have their
Fenway Sandals. To get the proper
amount of outdoor exercise, their

on

HOW AMATEUR CAN
BUILD A RECEIVER

—irr^V ^i\.

JlI\/ UIlF

Hood Rubber Products Co .Inc.
Watertown,

Jfy!$£SPr

Ask any dealer or write for the
free Hood Canvas Footwear Buythe solution to the
ing Guides
problem of appropriate and economical footwear for all summer
occasions.

Mass.

U

FENWAY

Arm\

CPo-lSS

STRAP

jV

sand"-^t

—

Instructions for Setting Up the
Antenna and fo^Assembling

N|

the Tuner.

J

THE STORY THE SCALES TOLD
larkable Renewal of Health and Strength Creates Enormous Demand
for Great-Yong-Gona Remedy, GOLD1NE Tonic and Nervine
For restoring your
strength in cases of
n e r v e
extiausted
force and impoverished blood, caused

j

by disease, overwork
worry, no remedy
to medical
known

or

has accom-

science

plished such remarkable results as the
Great Tropical Tonic
c ntaining the precious Yong-Gona Root
from
the
Fijis,
GOl. DINE
Tonic
and Nervine.
“I had a bad grip
coin
anti
catarrn,

m

Brick W. Knapp,
Newburyport, Mass.,
■ ‘and I had been doctoring three
\ isited doctors in Amesbury and
B.
Brhill. My nerves and stomach seem-

l-FREE TRIAL TO YOU-1
||

UP TO YOU TO OKCIDK
I
WIUR^Vn
U« U hm iwi Om ■
Bark your ailments. Remember we do
Fill
for
thing.
medicine
every
one
uae
Bi
land mail to GOLDINE MFG. Co.. Inc.,
ALBANY, N. Y.

«

ed to be almost completely out of business.
I went from 180 pounds down to
110, cou d not sleep, everything I ate
caused pains all over my stomach and
chest, and I suffered terribly with headBut now, they are gone
I can
aches.
eat and sleep, and have my weight and
strength back. Nothing on earth did me
any good until I tried Goldine Tonic and
Nervine.
Yong-Gona Root in GOLDINE is considered one of the most wonderful nerve
tonics known, promoting digestion and
increasing the general vitality-building
activities of the entire system, especially
With
valuable for summer debility.
Yong-Gona is combined in this splendid
formula 14 of the'world’s choicest herbs
for quick assimilation by even delicate
stomachs. GOLDINE has redoubled
strength in many cases after two or three
weeks.
Get your bottle today and make
your first rea I start toward health re-

gained.

The

RIOHT NOW

■

I

Edna

A. Robertson is housekeeper
ir sister during her absence.
i.

E.

Maggie and Mary Jeffords of
Bnd are visiting relatives in town.
;ses

and Mrs. H. P. White were guesl$
sister, Mrs. C. B. Jewett of Wint.
J. W. Noble of California anti his
Mrs. John Palmer, are in Canada
it relatives.
*rt

Moody

has torn down his ell
woodshed and ia to replace them
larger and modern buildings.

Swanville base ball team played
lelfast shoe factory nine Saturday
loon.
Swanville won, 14 to 13.
1

and Mrs. John Chase and daughter
ckson, Mr. and Mrs. Pollard and
ren of Waldo were recent
guests of
md Mrs. Arthur Ellis.
and Mrs. Oscar Bridges returned
eir home in Swan's Island, June 24.
best wishes of their friends went
them. Their home was all furnished
1
to £o to housekeeping.
■

ngratulations are extended to Mr.
Mrs. Alfred Maddocka, who were
tly married in Waldo. He was born
rought up in this town and will relere for the present.
; home demonstr tion department of
'arm Bureau will hold a meeting
11th at the home of Mrs Isaac Mcwhen fireless cookers will be demited. Uo not forget the date.
Inower was given by the Industrial
at Comet Grange Hall, Friday evenJune 23, to their vice president,
ie Brown, in honor of her approachlarriage. Games were enjoyed and
y refreshments of ice cream and
were served by the club members,
pvent of the evening was the uning of a web by Miss Brown, which
d quite a task, but when th« end
cached she found a basket of gifts
her many friends, who wish her
f years of happiness.
,
; graduating exercises of the Gree-cnter and Young grammar schools,

lich Miss Bernice Damm, Mrs. Alice
>y and Mrs. Connors are teachers,
held in Comet Grange Hall Wednesvcning, June 21, with a representa• udibnce in attendance who were
Pleased by the program, which folRemarks, W. M. Damm; music,
and violin, W. M. Damm and D. B.
y; essay, Our Bird Neighbors, Iva
pody; reading, The Guv’nor’s Fathhomas Fitzgerald; essay, Some
can

Inventions,

Ernest Lowe;

M. Damm and D. B.

Moody;

Fijian and Yong-Gona

So highly esteemed is Yong-Gona Root,
contained in the marvelous tonic GOLDINE, among the Fijian South Sea Islanders that it formerly was only passed
around at conclaves of the Chieftains
and ceremonies like rich coffee among
the Arabs.
GOLDINE Remedies are sold in Belfast
by A. A. Howes & Co. and Wm. O. Poor
& Son; Brooks by A. R. Pilley; Dark
Harbor by C. E. Dai.field; Searsport by F.
E. Whitcomb & Son; Stockton Springs
by W. F. Trundy; Unity by C. B. Mitchell; Winterport by Mrs. F. C Atwood.

Dorothy Walker; song, Old Black Joe,

SWANVILLE CENTLR

mues-

■>ke Your Opportunities, Milton K.
rson; reading, Seven Times Two,

M.

Nickerson

and

Frances

Fitz

gerald; class prophecy, Mary Brown;
reading, When ’Lists Played Ox, Fred L
Knox; essay, Maine, Our State, Scot E.
Adprton; presentation of Diplomas, W.
M. Damm.
At the graduation there were two quilts
disposed of. Miss Martha Hartshorn of
Belfast and SwanviUe got one and Mrs
Isaac McKeen got the other and Fred
Knox drew the sofa pitlow.

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
The occupants of the parlor car of the
limited were startled by the abrupt entrance of two masked bandits.
‘‘T’row up yer hands!” commanded the

“We’re gonna rob all
bigger of the two
the gents and kiss all the gals.”
“No, pardner,” remonstrated the smal"We’ll rob the gents,
ler one, gallantly.
but we’ll leave the ladies alone.”
“Mind your own business, young fellow, snapped a female passenger of un“The big man is robbing
certain age.
Weekly.
the train.”—American Legiou
The Soldier’s Reply.
say Father Hooley ad-

Lady—“They

vanced to the attack with a prayer ook
in one hand and a bomb in the other.”
Returned Soldier
“They’re always
tbryin’t’ belittle a good man, mum.”
Lady—“Why, isn’t it true?
Soldier—‘No, lady; he had bombs in
both hands.”—Lite.
—

GOOD
Many Belfast

NEWS.

Readers

Have Heard

It and Profited

Thereby.
travels fast,”

and the
“Good news
many bad back sufferers in Belfast are
glad to learn where relief may be found.
Many a tame, weak and acRWig back is
bad no more, thanks to Doan’s Kidney
Pills. Our citizens are telling the good
news of their experience with this tested
remedy. Here is an example wdrth read-

ing:

and that it is

none

of

the porch with a favorite
lawn with needlework,
the
on
jook,
the sands, Milady will
on
stroll
a
,f

If it be

on

the

race

track have shown that the power
of Socony Gasoline is second to

life, the KlSykort is fast and
durable; built to give you foot com-

is Hood shoe

in the lab-

tests

In order to pick up sufficient energy
with the simple radio receiving set
It is necessary to connect one terminal to an antenna consisting of one or
more wires suspended In the air and
Insulated from all grounded material
and tlie other terminal to a ground,
usually the water supply pipe. The
height of an antenna used with a
small receiver should not he less than
As the received energy va30 feet.
ries directly as the height of an antenna, the higher the antenna the louder
will he tlie signals or voice produced.
Tlie length of an antenna for short
wave reception should not lie less than
fill feet nor should it he longer than
The minimum wave length
a
simple receiver can he
adjusted for electrical resonance will
be above that used by amateurs if

200 feet.
to which

receiver be connected to an antenna 2iH) feet or more in length.
A simple radiophone receiver callable of picking up radiophone stations similar to KDKA at East Pittsburgh, can be assembled by a novice
tlie

for from $4 to $15, depending upon
the builder's ability to use his hands.
If the builder will construct most of
his apparatus he will appreciate it
much more and probably will understand more about its operation than
If he buys a set already made. However, for those who have not the abil-

ity or tlie time to spend constructing
their own apparatus tlie following description will not only give the details
as to tlie construction of each component part of a receiver but also
what standard ready-made parts can
be purchased and used in its stead.
The material can be purchased at
any electrical supply store.
a

antenna

tor

simple
erecting
with the receiver shown in the
diagram, the antenna proper and the
lead-in are of stranded hard-drawn
copper wire, strand Xo. 22, costing
about 1 cent per foot. The two insulators are of molded material and can
be purchased for about 25 cents each.
In

use

The antenna shown is supported between u house and a pole. It may be
found more convenient to support it
between a tree and a house, two houses
between two chimneys on
the same house. In bringing down the
lead-in care should be taken that it
is kept as far away from grounded
material as possible and when bringthrough the wall or under the wineven

or

ing

dow into the house it should lie brought
through some sort t*f an insulating
tube, such as rubber or bakelite.
Ill making the ground connection
thp same kind of wire can be used as
You
for the antenna.
was

When thoroughly dry slip the two
end blocks into tlie wound tube and
by means of a few finishing brads
driven through the cardboard tube,
fasten the end blocks to the wound
tube.
The slider is to be mounted
on top of the coil and should be capable of making contact with any turn
In order to
of the wire «n the tube.
remove the insulation from the wire
just under the rod where the slider
moves back and forth, wrap a piece of
sandpaper around a thin piece of
wood and using another piece »if wood

$4.00.

ANDV

RADIO

British Scientists Have Some Success
in Wireless Transmission of
Motion Pictures.
Eritish scientists are reported to
have met with more or less success in
developing a method of transferring
Some
motion pictures
by radio.
months ago a photograph was transferred by wireless from the Copenhagen newspaper, the I’olitiken, to Engand later from England to a ship
in mid Atlantic, so that the possibility of linking the movies with the new

:

Standard slider; (see sketch) for V*
by 1* brass rod. 40 cents.
1 six-inch length of % by Vi- brass
rod (square) 20 cents.
2 binding posts (see sketch) 20
cents.

circular blocks of wood whose
diameter is just equal to the inside
diameter of the piece of cardboard
tubing and between 3-8 and 1-2 inch
2

i
thick.
Some shellac or vartilsh is also re-

art is not remote.
If perfected the new development *of
the already versatile art will make it
possible for one to see on his own receiving instrument things that are hapFor
pening at a great distance.
instance, a ship is sinking at sea. The
transmitting station of the vessel, instead of sending a message of the disaster, sends a picture that anyone with
a
as

receiving set will be able to see just
the present broadcasting programs

are

heard.

That all sounds remote now, but
tbe telephone was considered even
more so, and the wireless, even after
had
immortal
message
Marconi’s
the Atlantic, was generally be-

James Hobbinson, Belfast, says: “Some
A Free-Trade advocate, writing for the
years ago I had a severe attack of kidney
trouble. The.kidney secretions bothered Dallas News, saya a Protective Tariff will
not aid the American farmers in getting
me when passing, as there was a burning
sensation.
My back ached most of the a foreign market for their products. NeBut a Pro
time.
I was working in a lime kiln at body has ever said it would.
the time and so much heavy lifting made tective Tariff wiil give the American
it hard on my kidneys and I was feeling farmers a fair chance to compete with
weak and run down. I got a box of foreigners in the American market.
Doan’s Kidney Pills at Poor & Sons’ Drug That’s something Free-Trade or a low
Store and began using them.
They soon | Tariff won’t do And the American marrelieved me of the trouble and I have ket is worth more to the American farmers than all the other marke’s in the
never been bothered since.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply world. We don’t have to sacrifice the
ask ftULa kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid- American market to get to sell to forney Pills—the same that Mr. ttobbinson eigners—not it we sdopt the right sort of
We can sell to
had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, Protective Tariff law.
I t hem without sacrificing anything if we
N. Y.

Delia
WHEREAS,
in the County

5 gr.

A

particular

Puretest Aspirin Tablets are so skillfully made from TRUE ASPIRIN
they can be depended on to give
quick relief. Box of 24 tablets, 25
cents. Only at

coffee drinker in

Vermont writes;
"That

good

old Mocha and Java

flavor 1 find only in Far Hast, is the
of my life. It is good to

CITY

pleasure

READ & HiLLS,

stlii with us.”

TIPS

TO

HOLLAND’S

Belfast, Maine.

Kodak

——~—

THE

RADIOIST

detector cannot be

Insulate ends of aerial wires
with several small insulators.
Wherever possible run aerial
wires at right angles to electric

light wires.

The lead wire should be the
size of the combined number of
wires in the aerial.
makes a
poor
Gas piping
ground, but the cold water pipe

Finishing

Coffee and Tea
I he only coffee, packed by a roastMoer, known to contain Arabian

24 TO 36 HOURS

cha and Genuine lava.
All
1-2-1-3 5-10-25-50 pds.
SYSTEM
HOLLAND
in
packed

M. A. COOK’S
STUDIO

Tins.

Sold at All Leading Dealers.

Belfast, Me.

FOR SALE

j

room, are generally satisfactory'
with crystal detectors.

II

Franklin Car
i

long

License and

1922 Auto
have a Protective Tariff law of the right
tort.
Foreigners are not going to buy
anything from us that they don’t need
anyhow, and ihey are going to buy that
whether we have a Protective Tariff, a
low Tariff or no Tariff. The old argument that in order to get to sell our surplus we must let the products of cheat
labor everywhere, come in free is so silly
that it does seem as if sensible peopU
would quit using it.—Sherman (Texas
5.18.22.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

We sell Filins

M. George of Searsport
of Waldo and State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the
twelfth day of January A. D. 1921, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
338, Page 22, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
the Town of Searsport, County of Waldo and
State of Maine, and bounded and described
ee
follows, to wit: It being all that part of the
premises deeded to James H. Harriman of
said Searsport by Alfred Nickerson
by hie
deed dated May 7tb,
1888, and recorded in
W aido Registry, Book
219, Page 287. and being all that part lying west of the road leading from the Richard Smart place to Searsport
Village. Also another parcel of land, it being
the same conveyed to said Nickerson
by
Amanda M. Curtis by her deed dated
August
12th, 1885, and recorded in said Registry, Book
210. Page 414, and lying east of the road leading from Searsport Village to the east side of
“Bog Hill, so called. Also another parcel of
land situated in said Searsport, and
being tho
same premises conveyed
by Williston Grinnell
to Annie A. HUrriman by his deed dated December 13th, 1894. and recorded in said
Regietry. Book 243, Page 122, conveying by tho
above the same real estate without the buildings as is described in the Warranty Deed
from Walter J. Creamer to
Mary A. Floyd
by deed dated May 21st, 1906. and recorded in
the Waldo Registry of Deeds in Book
281,
Page 484, to which record reference may he
had for a more particular description. Also
another lot or parcel of land situated in said
Searsport, bounded and described as follows,
to wit: Beginning at the junction of the
Bog
Hill and Smart road, thence easterly by said
Smart road to th Black lot; thence south by
said lot to land of Walter Matthews heirs;
thence west by said Matthews' land to its
northwest corner; thence south to its southwest corner; thence east to the Kneeland lot;
thence south by said lot to land formerly ovvn^
ed by William Merithew; thenee west 81 rods
by said Merithew lot; thet ce north 67 rods to
the said Bog Hill road; thence northeasterly
by said road to place begun at, containing one
hundred and eleven acres, more or lees. And
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
1

been

broken,

NOW THEREFORE, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated this thirty-fi'st day of May, A.D. 1922
d. &

ground is excellent.
A crystal detector is never as
efficient as a vacuum tube detector no matter what instruments
are connected to it.
Within three to five miles from
a
broadcasting station indoor
one wire aerials about 40 feet
stretched from room to

Press,

Proprietors,

P. O. square,

bridged

■■*

j

DRUG STORE
The Rexall Store

know the day of excellent coffee is

lieved to be akin to the ideti of perpetual motion.

quired.
TEXAS TARIFF TRUTH

Notice of foreclosure

PURETEST
Aspirin Tablets

land,

A crystal

Piece of cardboard tubing three
five
and
diameter
outside
Inches
inches long, costing about 10 cents.
1UO feet No. 22 double cotton-covered magnet wire costing 25 cents.

Broadway

n

A tuner can be purchased
assembled for about $3.50 to

satisfactorily amplified.

quired

26

complete.

MOVIE

dependable everywhere

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

Mount a binding post on
either end of tlie coil, attaching one
by means of a wire to the slider rod
and the otlier to the end of the wire
wound on the tube and tlie tuner is

It.
MAKING THE TUNER

Every gallon

winding.

can dean a section of the waterpipe
thoroughly and solder the ground wire

To matte a turner for this receiver,
the following raw material will be re-

GASOLINE

guide, sandpaper the Insulation
the winding.
Drill a hole oneeighth inch in diameter through the
slider rod about one-fourth inch in
from each end so that the rod can
lie fastened by screws to the end
blocks. After the slider rod is fastened
in place see that the contact linger
on tlie bottom of the slider can at all
times make good contact with the

purchased

to

RI6.UJ.Mr.OM.

a

LINKING

*

SDCDNY

from

already

and

dependability

uniform quality.
And dependability covers everything that you want in a gasoline
—quick starting, pick-up, power
and maximum mileage—which
all together make for economy.

Starting one-half inch from one end
of the cardboard tube wind on the
No. 22 i>
('. wire within one-linif
inch of the other end of, the tube.
Fasten one end of the winding to the
tube but allow some
surplus wire on
tlie other end for making a connection.
After the winding is in place
give it a coat of shellac or varnish
to hold the turns in place. Assemble
tlie circular-cut pieces of wood in the
geometrical center of the square
blocks and then shellac or varnish
them for the appearance’s sake.

as

unequalled

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

A

Buggy

Hay Tedder

All in good condition.

Justice of the Peace

Hayfjrd Block, Belfast, Maine

tf45

HOLSTEIN COWS
FOR SALE

TO LET
The down stairs rent and garage at 23
High Street. Inquire of
C. W. LANCASTER

Tel. 113-5

TRIMMING
Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.
Tel. 343-3

must be sworn to.

TWO REGISTERED

S boats for Sale
Live

Poultry Wanted
R. J. MAYO

LITTLEFIELD

AUTOMOBILE

Inquire of

ELMER A. f HERMAN.

MAURICL W. LuRD
Notary Public.

Goddard

M_AMY

LORD & CO.
^

For Sale
Attractive home

near

Belfaat

house,

New

several acres of land, garage and
hen house. Pleasant location rnd priced
to sell.
Inquire of

CARL C. JENKINS,
R. F. D.

23_Belfast,

Laundry WorF

Anyone wishing Laundry done tele*
phone to
BELFAST STEAM LAUNDRY

church in Swan ville June 25th at I p. m.t
Rev. N. F. Atwood officiating. Interment waa in Greenlawn cemetery, Swanto Eat
Mr*. Waldron waa boao in Hope
villc.
She had lived in Searaport
99 year* ago.
Take Hood's Sarsaparilla. A wellfor the past 14 years, having been deknown Justice of the Peace in Indiana savs Hood's Sarsaparilla makes
votedly cared for in her declining health,with
After taking
food taste good."
by hernephew, William Gilleat, who
other nephews and nieces are her only
three bottles he eats 3 hearty meals
a dav, works hard and sleeps well.
aurviving relatives.
"l
A grateful woman writes:
Plans are now under way for the enterwomrti
all
earnestly recommend
to be given in connection with |
tsinment
who
or
made
new.
who wish to be
summer Fair of the CongregaMid
the
tired
that
feeling,
are troubled wjth
tional Ladies’ Guild in Union Hall,
It
to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
%
Wedneadav, July 26. The entertainment
wonderfully relieved me of sour
will be presented bv Searsport amateurs
alomach. distress and belching."
under the able direction of Miss Louise
Get Hood’s, and only Hood’s.
Dickerson Leib, who is in town for the
as
summer, after spending the past year
director of physical training at Glen Eden,
to
present
Conn. Miss Leib has decided
four-act comedy,
Pooth Tarkington’s
Mia* Mary Field went to Boston Thurs- Clarence. The production will be rather
day on a business trip.
more pretentious than anything ever atfine
tempted here before, and the cast will inMiles Towers has purchased a
clude the best amateur talent the town
matched pair of bay team horses.
The play had a long run in New
affords.
of
is
the
Boston
guest
of
Austin Shute
York, and is well adapted to amateur proShute.
Alice
Mrs.
his mother,
duction, having been given by many
have theatrical clubs since its professional sue
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood
in
Rehearsals will begin at once.
cess.
arrived from a visit with relatives
Winterport.
The 1922 issue of the S. H. S. paper, the
from BosMiss Sally Dow has arrived
and is meeting
home in I Opeechee Chronicle, is out
at
her
summer
the
ton to spend
It is interesting
with an excellent sale.
the
Searsport.
to know that from the proceeds of
1
is the sale of the 1921 edition, a handsome office
Miss Phyllis Kneeland of Boston
oak was purchased for
Curof
E.
table
F.
quartered
Mrs.
guest ot her grandmother,
From the sale of the
the school room.
tis, on Elm street.
1920 issue, a quartered oak sectional bookthe
is
Rockland
These new articles
Mrs. Olive Gray of
case was purchased.
Kalof furniture add greatly to the appearance
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Stanley
street.
The 1922 paper is a crediof the room.
loch, on Reservoir
especially as there were
table
production,
daughter
and
Hatch
Mrs. Blanche
The
but four pupils in the Senior class
recent
were
Harbor
Dark
Rachel of
Sophomore class helped to make the paper
Mial
of
Mrs.
Sargent.
guests
a success by contributing bits of descripand stories.
Steamer Ripogenu- has finished dis- tion, personal experiences
Pa- Miss Margaret Littlefield, was prevented
charging coal for the Great Northern
by illness from giving her class part at
per Co and sailed for Norfolk.
graduation last year and her paper, on the
the
past
Carver
spent
Mrs. Wilbu% J.
Gary School System, is published in full.
week at her cottage on Sebec Lake, reThursday.
to
Searsport
turning
Miss Katherine Kneeland arri-.«-d reof
cently from Boston and ia the guest
her mother, Mrs. Henry Kneeland.
Mr. and Mra. Andrew D. Berry were
for the Fourth
Mias Rebecca Rosa left Thursday for in Bradford with friends
Boston. While away she will attend the of July.
conferenCe at Wellesley College.
William Dvereaux and family of Ruthmorning for
Mrs. Brainard Bates and three children erford, N. J., arrived Sunday
at their cottage.
of Boston have arrived to spend the sum- their annual outing
mer at the Jackson bungalow on Pleasant
Morton Emalin and family of SomerPoint
ville, Mass., arrived last week at the
two weeks’ outing,
D. W. Vaughan, Kalpu Mooay, o. n. Dillaway cottage for
Miss Inez Hsnson csme from Bangor
Duncan, Jamea P. Nichols and W. R.
Blodgett attended the Commandery meet- Saturday to remain over the Fourth with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wellman Haninga at Waterville Saturday.
Mra. Charlotte Ford and Miss Amelia son.
Ford of Milwaukee, Wis., have arrived in
Dr Everett Hichborn and wife of
for her home
/ery severe illness, left
^
Dr.
town and will occupy their house in West Cambridge, Mass., reached town Friday
writing, Sunday, she is improving.
taking her mother with her.
Monday,
the
Main atreet through the summer.
night, coming in a car to spend
G. A. Stevens is the attending physician.
The Annual Field Day of the Current
Professor Frederick R. Sweetser, who Fourth.
The Misses Azubia and Mary Decrow Events Club was held June 27th as in j
the
at
arrived
has been confined to bis home by illness
E.
A
Mass.,
of
Ferris,
mother
Madame Ferris,
of West Upton,
The party ut 25, tnclu linij two
tended.
for several weeks, has so far recovered as at Lowder Brook, has been suffering for home of their sister. Mrs. Wellman Han- I
assembled soon after y o’clock i
cot- children,
their
attack
to be able to receive a few piano pupils.
will
acute
occupy
an
and
with
we.ks
four
the past
j and were taken by au'omobiles to the !
son, Thursday,
the summer.
Sandypoint, I
tage on the shore for
Addison Shute house at
The Misses Annie and Aletta Young of sciatica.
from
PhilaMrs. Skinner of
arrived
is
by
which
occupied
Boston
and Mrs. Davis have arrived
of
F.
Simpson
Last week brought Harry Clark and
Walter
delphia and will spend the summer family and mother-in law from Ruther- Sundav to join his wife, who is with her Lawrence, Mass, for the summer, where
months at the Thurston house in Elm ford, N. J., to spend some weeks at the
Elmer V. Arnold, at 12 o’clock they partook of a line din- j
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ice cream, cake j
will
street
ner of salmon, salad,
Devereaux cottage.
at Lowder Brook. The Simpsons
»
and coffee.
for a week.
cottage
Ginn
the
and
McGown
and
Mrs.
Andrew
occupy
Mr.
Peleg Griffin, who returned to Boston
family have arrived from Worcester, several weeks ago, again reached town
DfcPOTS AT STOCKTON
The fencing outlit of the B. & A. R. R.
OIL
Mass., coming over the road. They will the latter part of the week. He will com- arrived home Saturday night to spend
apend the season at their cottage on plete his house while here.
the Fourth of July with their respective
Lease of a small lot of land at StockPleasant Point.
This includes Arthur Colcord, i ton Springs, near the Bangor &. Aroos- ;
families
A. Ginn, with two daughMrs.
George
Elmer
A.
Ferris,
Robert Nickerson, E.
Mrs. E. S Robbins of Jonesport was
took docks at Cape Jellison, lias been
ters, Gladys and Frances, came from
Arnold and Clement Smith.
made by the New England Oil Refining
the guest last week of Mrs. Miles Towers.
to spend the summer with her
Brooklyn
Mrs. George Sweetser of Derby left for
Co. as a preliminary sttp to what maysons Evans j
Mrs. Susie Rendell.
C.
Haskell,
mother,
Warren
Capt.
her home recently kfter spending a week
mean the use of oil for fuel by mills and
and Frederick Arnold, all em1 he Mexican
in this section
The Ladies’ Aid meets today, Thurs- and Harold
as the guest of Mrs. Towers.
railroads
were
“Queen Mab”
j Petioleum Co. has also looked over pos- |
afternoon with the ladies Staples ployed on the yacht
day,
coming
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Allen and three
Fourth, the yacht
and Spalding at “The Anchorage.” A home for the
sible sites at Stockton Springs, having
see
sons arrived Saturday from Orange, N.
into the river that its owner might
decided upon one at Kidder’s j
cordial invitation is extended to all.
practically
Allen
over
Mrs.
the road.
J., coming
the beautiful Penobscot.
Point. The proposition has both advan- ]
Dr. J. F. Ryder ana wife of Cambridge,
and sons will spend the summer at the
tages and dis dvantages, especially the
The four masted schooner Jessie D.
to town Sunday to rehome of Mra. Elizabeth Allen.
j Mass motored
been at the Cape Jelli- i latter in this climate and its cold winters,
main over the Fourth. They were at | Noyes, which has
i
the and as yet the operation of the project
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Durgin of Cuper- Mrs. L. S. Titcomb’s during their stay.
son
pier discharging steel rails for
tino, Calif., are motoring across the conBangor and Aroostook R. R., finished on seems to be far distant.
Harold Prescott of Lawrence, Mass., Saturday and left for Boothbay, where !
tinent and are expected to arrive soon in
Representatives of both companies
have brought the matter before the BanSearsport, where they will be guests of arrived Monday to join his father, E. A. she will undergo some repairing.
will
put power
Mrs. Mial Sargent and Miss Alda Sar- Prescott. Together they
gor & Aroostook and Canadian Pacific
Master Reginald Doyle of Caribou, ac- j railroads and the Great Northern Paper
into their shop and plan to manufacture
gent.
arMiss
his
sister,
Ada,
novelties..
companied by
J Co the latter alreauy having been using
About 40 members of Mariner’s Lodge,
The
rived Saturday night to spend the sum- oil as a fuel at its Madison plant.
son
little
and
Mrs. Carleton Bauldry
F. & A. M., attended the special St.
as outlined is the transporting of
mer with their grandmother, Mrs. Wilproject
her
with
been
sister,
have
John’s Day services at the Methodist Philip, who
lard M. Berry. They will be joined later the fuel to Stockton by tank steamer and
church on Sunday, when Rev. N. F. At- Mrs. George H. Hopkins, for several
their mother and others of the family. then distributed via, the B & A. lines.
wood preached a sermon appropriate to weeks, returned to her home in Paw- by
What it will amount to at the present
R.
Saturday.
the occasion.
L,
tucket,
Mrs. Albert Norris and little daughter time is indefinite.
The Great Northern
been
has
Little Natina Pinkham, second daugh- of Staten Island, N. Y., who
has but recently completed installing a
Funeral services for Mrs. Alice Pease
for
William
Ellis,
number of new boilers and other equip
Waldron who died at her home in Sears- ter of Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Pinkham, has with her mother, Mrs.
the latter’s
I
port June 22nd were held from the Union been critically ill of paeumonia. At this l he past two weeks, during
ment, all of which would probably have
to be replaced if a change to oil for fuel
The railroads are
was
decided upon.
considering the proposition, but one of
its chief drawbacks in this climate is
that fhe oil would have to be kept heated, while in storage, in order to maintain
it in a sufficiently liquid condition for
drawing off from the tanks, as well as
heated prior to its introduction into the
burners of the locomotives. The reconstructing of the locomotives to meet oilburning requirements would also be an
expensive detail.
The New- England concern has a storage depot at Fall River, Mass.

If You Are
Too Tired

THREE

TIMES

COLONIAL

DAILY

2.30. 7.00 and

THEATRE
11

and

—JULY 10

8.45

—

i

The Greatest

Unrivalled

Screen

Satire

Production

Marvelous

of the Year

Massive

9

SEARSPORT

Spectacle

Delicious

Side

Splitting

Lightning

MARIC
TWAINS

ACTION

^

COMEDY

Qrcaitsl Comedy

St

Matinees

STOCKTON^ SPRINGS

CidUham.tyX'

*

i

17 and 25 Cents

1

YAni^e

■

On Sale

everywhere from Now on /

security backed by a company
rendering necessary service to virtually all the people _of a
Maine Power Comprosperous section—invest in Central
Invest your money in

a

pany 7% Preferred Stock.

The coupon below will tell you how.

Central Maine Power Company
AUGUSTA, MAINE,
PAID ITS 63rd DIVIDEND ON JULY 1.

nvith many improvements
The price remains
a|1[
the same

f

Please send

me more

information about

ADDRESS.-.-.

CanBuy
U. S. Tires:

X

rWOUniMl Lmrw**
WmrU
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H
H

BANKS’ GARAGE,
Belfast
HALL HARDWARE STOkE,

___

MARRIED.

SWANVILbb IbNIbR

~

In Belfast, July 5, by
Rev. C. W. Martin, George W. Bales and
Isabel A. Clark, both of Belmont.
In Belfast, June
DlVOLL HUTCHINS.
28, by Rev. Charles W. Martin, George
C. Diyoll of Swanville and Beulah M.
Hutchins of Brooks.
FOWI.ES- W EYMOUTH. In Belfast,
Zuly 1, by Rev. Charles W. Mertin, Guy
C. Fowles and Bessie E. Weymouth, both

"BaLES^CLARK.

of Belfast.

In Belfast, July 5, by
KNOX-YOUNG.
Rev. Geo. C. Sauer, Russell C. Knox
and Beulah G. Toung, both of Belfast.
In LincolnMathews-UNDERHILL.
ville, June 25, by J. S. Mullin, Esq., Carl
K. Mathews of Center Lincolnville and
Grace M. Underbill of Springfield, Mass.
Moulton-Brown. In Belfast, June
Elbert
27, by Rev. David Brackett, Mr.
G. Moulton of Brooks and Miss Fannie E.
Brown of Swanvilie.
Taylor-Hasty. In Belfast, June 30,
by Rev. Charles W Martin, Collins P.
Taylor of Jackson and Verna M. Hasty

Hubbard.

NAME..

fciwrfcj

HUSSEY. In Belfast, June 29, at the
Waldo County Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs.
Emery Hussey of Waldo, a son, Emery,
Jr.

Hubbard, aged

security.

HEN tsu) announced

United States Tires!
United States © Rubber Company I

Where You

DIED.

your

/
/

—

BORN

--—COUPON
AUGUSTA, MAINB.

/

its new low price c>t
$10.90 last Fall, thfc
makers were already
_busy developing a still
greater “Usco” value.
The new and better “Usco” as
you see it today—with no change
and tax absorbed by
in price
the manufacturer.
You’ll note in the new and
better “Usco” these features—
Thicker tread, giving, greater
non-skid protection. Stouter sidewalls.
Altogether a handsomer tire
that will take longer wear both
inside and out.
The greatest money’s worth of
fabric tire in the history of pneumatics.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Craig of Bango
visited recently with John Warring and
family.
A lumber from this vicinity attended
the recent reception of Mr. and Mrs. Heel
*
of Troy.
Handsel Dillehay and family of Fairfield were recent guests of M. B. Warring
and family.

of Belfast.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CONPANY,

/

TJ.e&'sfUSCO’Tlre

UN1IY.

In over two thousand homes, this means the convenilabor saving
ence of electric lights, with the possibility of
by electric washing, electric ironing, electric sweeping,
electric dish washing, electric cooking, electric sewing.
To our 8,400 stockholders these two thousand new
customers mean that two thousand additional satisfied
customers will each month pay reasonable bills for satisfactory service.

■

Qtaged. til

2214 CUSTOMERS
ADDED TO OUR LIST

Two thousand two hundred and fourteen new names
have, since April 17, been added by Central Maine Powei
Company to its list of electric light customers.

17c, 28c and 39c

l* K>MO- ARTHUR'S COURT

g)

j

I

Evenings

CONNECTICUT

In Belfast, July 4, Carl L.
25 years, 10 months and 4

days.
LEAR. In Belfast, July 2, William A.
Leer of Northport,, aged 72 years 4
months and 9 days.
NICKERSON. In Belfast, July 3, Adelbert E. Nickerson, Jr.,
months and 10 days.

aged

14 years, 4

WOOD. In North Belfast, June 28,
Mrs. Emma G. Wood, aged 74 years, 1
month and 17 days.

Take
BETTER

NONE

Swanville Ball team played Searsport
last Saturday P. M.
Score 18 to 1 in
favor of Swanville.

The

LOTS

WORSE

-USE-Congratulations are extended Mr. and
George Divoll of Brooks who were
recently married and will reside in town.

Hard*

Mrs. Lydia Clements and granddaughter 1
Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. David Wingate .1
and son of Monroe were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White.

Work

Mrs.

of

Sanford’s Iron Ru»*
Stain Remover

oJl

for stains of all description*
Belfast.
D. E. SMITH.
by
O. BoX^.
75 Church St., or P.

Out of

and Mrs. Elbert G. Moulton who
recently married are to give a free
dance at Comet Grange Hall, July 10.
Dont forget the date as a good time is
assured, music by Toziers orchestra of
Albion. The IndustriatkClub is to furnish
ice cream and. cake.
All are cordially
invited.
Mr.

-USE-

were

The new fire auto was called out Monday evening to look after a tire on the
base ball grounds built of a barrel of tar
and several empty tar barrels and then
left by whoever built it.
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice tbst she|has been
duly appointed administratrix de bonis non of
the estate of
ELIZA A. BACON, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directa. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same tor settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
.ESTELLE F. LARRABEE.
Pittsfield, Me., June 13.1922.

No-Rub
It
for washing clothes.
^
beat.
Simply boil ten

Wash

Sanford’s

Day

then rinse.

There is no longer
need for backbreaking drudgery
over the the wash
tub. Cote’s Magic water cleans your
clothes thoroughly—saves you time and
effort and never (injures the finest of
fibrics. For sale at all Grocers.

AGENTS WANTED
Seil the Original Watkins Products. Good
city territory still open. Get our wonderful
offer and free samples. Write today
THE J. R. WATKINS CO..
Dept 78, 64 Washington St., North,
4w27p
Boston, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd were
visitors ia Belfast one day last

oess

bus-

week.

Simple,

isn

PRICE 20c.
D. E.

SMITH.

For Sate

CRl®^

THIRTY FOOT CABIN
H. P.; engine Averse gear.
H. r.
34 tt. .loop yacht, 8
particular, write

L
Rev. H. W. Abbott
L. Knowlton and Frederick
assocw
tended the veterans
fast lest week.

C^^
„!

\

|

